A huff and a puff: Jack Vaughn and Sargent Shriver whiff at. five Peace Corps
birthday candles after Vaughn was sworn i“ as Director in a Ceremony ~~ the white
House, Obsewing the joint effoti are President Johnson, Secretary of State Dean
Rusk, Undersecretary of State George W. Ball, Vice President Hubert H, Humphrey,

Peace Corps Marks 5 Years
President Lyndon B. Johnson said
on the fifth birthday of the Peace
Corps that “no group, no organization,
contributes more to the cause of peace
than the Peace Corps.’x
At a White House ceremony o“
March 1, the President said that the
Peace Corps was “equipped with a“
idea whose time had really come.>,
He said that “the constructive work
of more than 20,000 people over five
long years—and the collaboration of
the peoples with whom they have lived
—is a real testament to the trust upon
which the Peace Corps was founded.,’
The ceremony co~ncided with the
“In a worfd of violence, Vol.
unteem have show that there is
really another way—the way of
private
dedication
md
quiet
coumge working unhemlded for
ends that ~ch hm accepted ~
valuable and as vi~l.
In th
way those of you ~ the Peace
Corps have catied
fomard the
real revol”tio” of our day and
time, the revolution of peaceful
change.
In ths way you are
really wa@g the only war that
we in America want to wag+
the w= W&t
the inhumaity
of man to hk neighbor and the
injustice of natim to her ctdf.
dren.n
Lyndon B. Johnson
March 1, 1966

swearing-in of Jack Va”gh” as Direc.
tor. Vice President Hubert H. Humphrey administered the oat! of office.
Many returned
Volunteers
were
present at the obsewance ~ escorts for
diplomatic representatives from each
of the nations where the Peace Coros
is serving,
i
‘The President testified to’ the work
of Volunteers throughout the world,
past and present, when he said that
“eve~ person here, and m~y more
who could “ot be here, helped to turn
the Peace Corps from a“ i“trig&ng
idea into an inspired operation.’,
In his remarks, Mr. lohnson dis.
cussed the United States rol~ in Vietnam a“d said that “we are there in
order to restore peace and in order to
let the works of peace sewe the life
of man.”
“The day, 1 hope, will soon come
when the Peace Corps will be there,
too,’, he added. “It must somehow fi”d
the day and the time that it can go and
make its co”trib”tion wheri peace is
assured.’,
“The same spitit that the Peace
Corps Volunteers brought to thousanti
of villages and citia in 46 countries
should be carried to the hamlets of
Wet”am,”

The President said that “the Peace
Corps has already shown us what it
can do, For the Peace Corps is a
movement, It is a moveme~t to place
the vessel of peace in the hands of individual men and women driven by
2’

their own conscience to do something
about healing this wounded world in
which we liv~.”
The new director and his predecessor, Sargent Shriver, who w% present
at the ceremony, were lauded by the
President.
“The man who more than any other
man gave fire and gave purpose to
your movement is stepping aside today
on the fifth annivemary of the day the
movement began,” he said.
“Of Sargent Shriver, it can be said
that he is a man to whom excellence
and public service are synonymous,
one of those rare men of whom Virgil
spoke when he said, ‘they can because
they think they can.’
“He was, of course, inspired, so inspired that he ran off with one of my
assistan~ (BIII Meyers) back in 1961,
The last few months 1 have tried to pay
him back. I have run off with several
of his. One of them” is here today to
succeed him.
“Jack Vaughn I first met out in a
Iittle fishing village in Africa, but he,
like Sargent Shrivcr, I observed on the
first meeting, is a disciple of peace. His
life has been spent in the sewice of
the cause of peace. This is the third
job that I have asked Jack Vaughn to
take since I met him in that fishing
village in 1961. fich of these jobs
he has sewed with great distinction.”
He then concluded: “lack, 1 think
you know that you are stepping into
the shoes of a man who has done
more for his count~ than his country
knows. His hands are going to be full
with poverty and yours are going to be
full with peace, and I hope that all of
us will be the better for the work that
both of YOUdo.”

Talent

Chief

Appointed

Margaret Beshore has returned to
the Peace Corps as director of Talent
Search, charged with finding the best
qualified people for staff positions in
Was~ington and abroad.
During a previous two-year stinl
with the Peace Corps, Miss Beshore
was an operations officer in the Latin
America Region and Acting Director
for Bolivia. She left the agency in
1965 to seine as a staff assistant to
Jack Vaughn at the Department of
State. She has been a foreign service
officer since 1960.
Miss B=hore will also be handling
applications for staff employment from
former Volunteers.
Dick Jrish, who *
previously performed this job, is now
msi~ned to soecial vroiects in the Talent ‘Search o’fice. ‘ ‘

r

Former

Volunteers

Two former Volunteers have been
~pfy~~~d Peace Corps directors in
They are Russell Schwarti and Bob
Klein, who have been named to head
Peace Corps programs in BechuanaIand and Ghana, respectively.
Schwartz will be breaking ground
for the Peace Corps in Bechuanaland,
a British High Commission Territory
that will take the name of Botswana
when it becomes independent on Sept.
30.
Klein has returned (see box) in a
new cavacitv to familiar territory—he
was a Volunteer and an associate director in Ghana.
Though many Volunteers have been
associate directors, Schwartz and Klein
are the first to head Peace Corps operations.
At 25, Schwartz is the youngest director in Peace Corps history.
He is from Rochester, N. Y., and
became a Volunteer after his graduation from Harvard University in 1962.
He was a Volun[eer leader based in
Makeni, Sierra Leone, and a member
of the first Peace Corps rural communitv development proiect in Africa.
For the past two year~ he has been

Before
he left Washington,
Bob Klein
commented
“I’ve
managed
to avoid the mucbpublicized ‘re-entry crisis’ by Xranging for a thbd tour of duty
ove~m.>>
Well, almost.
On Tu=day,
Feb. 22, Klein
left the U.S.
On Wednesday,
Feb. 23, he arrived as the new
Peace Cops
director in Accm,
Ghana. On Thutiay,
Feb. 24,
a militiy
coup ovetihrew
the
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Named Directors
operations officer for Ghana and West
African rural community development,
which he called “an exciting and important phase to go through:
“1 never thought ~d stay with the
Peace Corps another two years,” he
said, “but this opportunity was impossible to turn down. ”
Schwartz leaves in April to lay the
groundwork for projects in the Texassized Southern African nation. Two
projects, in primary and seconda~ education and in cooperative development, are confirmed, calling for a total
of 34 Volunteers.
Their arrival date
is December.
Like Schwartz, Klein was an opera-

Schwa~

Klein

tions officer in the Africa Region. “It’s
a good idea to have ex-Volunteers
moving “p: he said before leaving.
‘It makes good sense, and I’m pleased
to follow this cycle.”
“The reason I went over as a Volunteer is the same as tbe reason ~m
going over as a director—the involvement is much the same. ”
Ktein, 37, a former New York City
teacher, recalled that his initial assignment to Ghana in 196t was “iust
chance.”
“When tbe Peace Corps came
around;’ he said, “I was ready to go.
But, like everybody else, I had to look
on a map to find out where the country was.”
Klein taught Engtish and history for
two years at Sefwi-Wiawso Secondary
School. He later returned to Ghana s
an associate director, the first former
Volunteer to seine overseas S a staff
member,
He now calls Ghana “my
second home.”
In 1964 he transferred to Kenya to
set up education and land settlement
projects, and in September, 1965, he
returned to Washington.
Ktein is supewising
109 teachem
and 13 geologists in Ghana.
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Next Stop
For PCVS:
Korea
Korea will be the 50th Peace Corps
host countrv.
Ninety Volunteers
are scheduled
to begin teaching Engtish, science
and physical education in secondary
schools there next September. Training for the new program begins in
June.
Though the Republic of Korea will
be the 50th nation served by the Peace
COrPS, Volunteefi nO 10nger serve in
three of them: Ceylon, Cyprus and
Indonesia.
Prime Minister Chung 11-kwon, who
expressed interest in tbe Peace Corps
as far back as 1961, when he was
Korean Ambassador
to the United
States, will welcome the Korea I
group.
Though there are 50,000 U.S. troops
stationed in Korea, the Peace Corps
anticipates that Volunteers will have
little contact with them. Most of the
troops are concentrated near the 38th
Parallel dividing North and South Korea; Volunteers will be posted in villages in the interior of the southern
section of the mountainous peninsula.
‘Kevin Delany, Deputy Director of
the Far East Region, predicts that
Volunteers “will be relatively free of
the U.S. presence in Korea.”
Two-thirds of the Volunteers will
teach English. Though English is a
required subject in secondary schools
and tbe first two years of college,
Delany says “millions of hours are now
devoted to its study with meager or
limited results. The critical problem
is improving the quality of the teaching and learning of English. ”
Volunteers will be expected to communicate in the Korean language, and
most of them will live with Korean
families.
Delany describes Korea as a “poor
rather than an underdeveloped
country. The Koreans have done well with
what they have, but they don’t have
much. ”
Delany says “the Peace Corps entem
in a crucial time in Korean development. Korea is now in the stage of an
economic ‘take-off and hopes to be‘come self-sufficient in the early 1970s.
It is during this period that the Peace
Corps is being asked to help.”

‘This very special work’
As one of his fir$r tasks w Director of the Peace
Corps, lack Vaughn composed o ‘,ietter of resignation. ” He dated it 1971 ond called it “a testament
we shall leave (o those who follow ;n this very
special work. ” The letter follows:

Dew Mr. President:
My 27th professional bout has come to an end.
Over 100,000 American men and women have
seined in the Peace Corps since its inception, 10lh
years ago. Volunteers have served or are now seining in virtually every village in what is still the
developing world. They are serving throughout
Eastern Europ, as authorized under the amended
Legislation, VOlunteem are also serving in all of
Vietnam.
As you are aware, we have been moving into
nations which we have agreed to call Nations-on.
the-Move—noted,
as a rule, for governments
that
care about what happens to their people—whether
they care about tbe government and people of the
United States or not,
1 am pleased to point out that through the Reverse Peace Corps program, qualified persons from
more than 40 nations are now working and teaching in communities throughout the U. S., at salaries
commensurate with local practice.
Former grammar school students of the very first
Peace Corps Volunteers have just come to voting
age in many nations—and the results are showing
very favorably as elections are held. hfeanwhile, at
home, the first children born to Volunteers sewing
overseas are learning foreign languages from Reverse Peace Corps teachers serving in our schools.
Also they are learning history, government and international affairs from Peace Corps veterans who
know whereof they teach.
Incidentally, Mr. President, 1 understand that you
have been wondering what to do, you~elf, with the
New Year approaching. My wife and I have something in mind ourselv=. Perhaps we could all enter
the same tiaining program. In this connection I am
plemed 10 note that the eldest of the approximately
two dozen grandchildren of Joseph and Rose Kennedy will be finishing school soon. We have sent
them the necessary forms.
The Foreign Sewice Entrance tiamination
is
now fully adjusted to comprise three =sential elements: a written test, an oral examination and two
years successful semice as a Peace Corw Volunteer.
Similar changin the Federal Sewice Entrance
requirements will be completed before the end of
this year.
No hardship and other bonus allowances are paid
to any U.S. civilian employes overseas, no matter
with what agency they sewe. All commissaries have
&en dismantled, and employes find and pay for
their own housing.
Through a long proc=s of re-examination,
we
have developed a fruitful and satisfacto~ relationship between the Peace Cor@ and the Agency for

lnter&tional
Development, recently renamed the
Agency for International
Peace, backing dollars
with /veoDle where the combination can be trulv
of v{iue.’
The vigorous program of community sewice
which has marked university life in recent yearn
has continued to floutish, and we are proud to have
shared in such work. Moreover, returned Volunteers ‘now comprise such a substantial part of the
acad~mic community that 1 believe we may look
forward to continued rewards for the nation, in this
regard.
Paitictdarly
encouraging are fresh signs of a
growing belief among most Americans that this
nation is rich enough, and possessed of enough
spirit, to assure almost every citizen an oppoflunity
to devote several yeaw of hts or her fife to Volunteer
service of one kind or another. In this regard, it
is with considerable pride that 1 report the enlistment in the Peace Corps of the entire graduating
class ‘of 1971 from undergraduate schools of the
University of Michigan, including both platoons of
the f60tball team, Moreover our own internal organization at Peace Corps Headquarters has grown
so efficient that virtually every Spanish-language
major is headed for ~tin America.
Finally, Mr. Pr~ident, 1 commend to your attention an aspect of Peace Corps sewice which is
not new, yet which holds increasing importance as
we are able to look back over a full decade of
achievement: the Peace Corps is beginning to return heavily on the investment of the American
people.
lt is doing so through the men and women who
have served in it.
Tb=e men and women possess a quality of mind
and spirit—a resiliency, a maturity—to match great
responsibihties far beyond old expectations.
In our Great Society, Mr. President, Peace Corps
Volunteers are Great Citizens.
Several years ago, Mr. Prmident, we spoke of the
Great Society as “a place where the meaning of
man’s fife match= the marvels of man’s Iabom.”
Peace Corps Volunteers have indeed found very
special meaning in their lives. Having done so
once, they ap~ar emboldened to new challenges
at home. They seem to scape the problem of conformity, and they seem able to tead othem away
from conformity, as well.
From within themselves, Mr. President, they
seem to have resolved answers to Prsident
Kennedy’s memorable words:
“Ask not what your country can do for you—
Ask what you can do for your country.”
Unlike so many others, moreover, they seem to
have borne in mind other words from that passage:
“%k what together we can do for freedom of
man.”

b
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Director Jack Vaughn is sworn in by Vice President Humphrey while
the President looks on. Vaughn’s daughters Carol (at left) and
Kathwn (behind Vaughn) and Mrs. Vaughn witne5s the ceremOnY.

‘A Poet and
Peasant
Overture’
By JACK VAUG~

This article ww adapted from Jack
Vaughn’s first major speech m Director of the Peace Corps, at the Univer.
sity of Michigan, Feb. 28.

Ewly in my recent semice at the
State Department,
1 reported to my
friends the custom of President Marco
Robles of Panama, who took evident
delight in calling me, “El Embajador

Campesino,’’—the
“peasant amhmsador.,’ Furthermore, 1 told my friends
that
. . the label surelv stuck—for on
several occmions I heard myself referred to around the halls of the department as “that peasant.”
r” I have no quarrei with such a label.
But 1 think they ought to add another
one—for my Latin friends also understand how deeply I cherish their own
love of the poetic tradition. So, if I
am to be a peasant, let me also be a
poet. With that thought in mind, 1
claim the right to title this as a “Poetand.Peasant Overture. ”
Even though I were a stranger to
the Peace C~rps, I could not underestimate the tou~h iob to come.
But I have kn~w~ the Peace Corps
and loved its challenge, from the beginning. And I have sewed under its
first
No more exciti”e man ever
. h“ss.
..
drove an organization into ‘being with
more devotion, more selfless conviction, more generous understanding of
his own fallibility, more mature cOmoassion for anyone willing to work
~ven half as ha~d as he.
F0110win8 Sarge Shriver around the
Peace Corps w= bracing. Following
hlm as its leader is a bit shattering.
Yet I feel now as I did when we
5

began five years ago. There is a yearning to be started in earnest. In the
sp[rit wfich
surrounds
the Peace
Corps, and which bas been preserved
in its entirety through these years,
there is the sure confidence in a worthwhile job to be done. To have an
opportunity now to lead it makes me
very, very humble—but then, 1 like
to think I always was humble, until
the bell for Round 1.
Some words of the late President
Kennedy speak best for me now. He
said:
“I do not shrink from this responsibility-I
welcome it. I do not blieve
that any of us would exchange places
with any other people or any other
generation. The energy, the faith, the
devotion which we bring to this endeavor will light our country and all
who serve it—and the glow from that
fire can truly light the world.”
The task to which we shall turn
tomorrow is not a task of administration in a bureaucracy.
Nor is it a
major experiment in education, nor a
novel phase in international relations,
nor even a special kind of foreign aid.
It is not nursing, nor community
development, nor agricultural development, nor a host of other sewices to
which Volunteers turn when they arrive overseas.
All of the energy, the faith, the
devotion which we in the Peace Corps
bring to our service, serves a single
cause.
That cause is Peace.
I offer no catch phrase, no word of
excitement, no torch.
1 speak of Peace, and 1 mean in
Peace the hard, gritty job of grappling
once and for all with complex issues
affecting our very salvation.
When the Peace Corps seines in the
cause of Peace, moreover, it means
that men and women grapple hardest
at the very level where results count:
where people live, and must survive.
Readily, we acknowledge the difficulty of survival in war. How odd,
then, that we fail to appreciate the
difficulty of survival in Peace.
Let me make clear that 1 am not
merely propounding
the virtues of
Peace. Indeed, war itself often makes
off with the name of virtue, and every
people need but read the newspa~rs
of their own land to see what violence
is exacted in virtue’s name.
Moreover the politics of violence is
cruelest for what it mmh, for when
the dead are buried, the living have
gained nothing.
We have seen in

Ghana, and the Dominican Republic,
and in a dozen Vletnams, that progress
for mankind can never really be mess.
ured in causes and coups, but in
precious inches of human understand.
ing and enlightenment, scantly noticed,
grudgingly surrendered
from igno.
rance and despair, toiled after, lost,
missed and sought after again.
Some

SuggestiOw

We are but five years o“ the job.
Yet we have gathered some insights.
To&ther with the thoughts of other
men, perhaps we can give back to our
nation more than fair return in hope,
through what we have learned. Indeed we must, right now, lest significant opportunity for lasting peace go
on escaping us into the future, as
tragically as it has in the past, The
terrible price paid by our generations
in death, in the destruction of property
—and wo~e, in the denigration of the
human spirit—that price entitles us to
some thinking, and to a glimpse at
remedies if remedies exist, for if man.
kind has already thought its way clear
of gravity, certainly we can begin to
lhink our way clear of untimely
graves.
1 suggest we begin by taking a stern
look at Peace,
I believe it was Rochefouca”ld whO
said that “Peace is war conducted by
other means.”
Cynical? Perhaps not, if you will
accept that what has passed for Peace
throughout most of modern history
has been a rosy mask concealing a
malignancy.
We seem able to spot a “phony
war” fast enough, What about “phony
peace?
We might start by admitting that
Peace can indeed be a weapon. It is
a weapon when it is just a state of
mind which is an “alternative,, to war
—a cessation of viote”ce.
In such
case Peace is a method, part of an
arsenal, an instrument of war, It is a
significant pause.
We tend to ‘safeWard
such Peace.
Yet I submit that to safeguard Peace
is to admit its peril.
Peace needs no safeguard when it
needs no spokesmen,
Real Peace needs little vigil. I s“ggest that Peace hm no lasting value,
little merit, and hardly any utility, if
it attracts any attention at all. 1 be.
lieve that real Peace is the freedom
to be totally unconcerned about war.
Peace should encourage
genuine
freedom of action: freedom to be rest.
less without fea~ freedom to be ad-

venturous, to take risks, to grow, to
stir, to match wits with nature and
with our fellow ma~ freedom, if you
will, to become civilized.
Yet, there is a nameless terror in
such freedom—andif
wecan define it,
we may be on the trail of our tratic
malignancy beneath the surface ‘of
Peace,
I think that Peace Corps ~olunleers
are able to confirm through first-hand
experience what thoughtful me” like
Sidney Hook and Erich Fromm were
able to perceive yearn ago: There is
a fear of freedom. In the mobility
which freedom suggests, there is also
insecurity.
Such insecurity takes its
1o11at every level of human existence
—yet it strikes with greatest terror
upon the poorest and least educaled
in any land,
Then does the Peace bear bitter
fruit—when a mass of people find they
have no options to better their life;
nor any hope of security from their
own government,
while they learn
enough of self-improvement to create
new options; when asmali, entrenched
class clings to every advantage.
For people who cannot share abun.
dance, Peace has no value, no utility,
All the more readily will they support
the little wars a“d bear the i“ler”a.
tional crises which spur income at
home, or at least take their minds off
their troubles. All the more readily,
moreover, will they listen to the man
who hm all the answers—the
man
with the system, all buttoned up and
ready to go. If there be no utility in
Peace, give me, pray, the security of
“order.” Call it any name you wish,
including “freedom”
if that,s Your
style, In such times, words have little
importance,
A Guwded Peace
The cause we serve is the cause of
Peace. Yet there is a moderri dilemma
inherent in our semice: We have
grown up, you and 1, believing that
Peace is virtuous of itself, and because
it is virtuous, it deserves guardians,
1 suggest that Peace, in and of itself,
is anything but virtuom, In this day
and age, human progress demands the
service of men a“d women, who will
lend virtue to Peace itself. Truly made
virtuous, it will need less @ardia”s.
To such ends, we sewe.
No better description of our work
can be found than in tbe President’s
words. I commend them to the atten.
tion of every Volunteer now i,n sewice,
to men and women thinking of Peace
Corps semice, and to eve~ pkmon and
6

organization associated with us in the
years ahead. The President said:
{
“YOU have known, too, that men
who believe they ca” change their 4
destinies, will change them.
“Armed with tha~ belief, they will
be willing—yes, eager—to make the
sacrifices that freedom demands. They
will be anxious to shoulder the responsibilities
that are inseparably
bound to freedom,
‘<They will be able to look beyond
the four essential freedoms.
“TO the freedom to learn, to mater
new skills, to acquaint themselves with
the lore of man and nature,
“TO the freedom to grow, to become
the best that is within them to become,
to cast off the yoke of discrimination
and disease.
“TO the freedom of hope, and to
build on that hove liv~ of integrity
and well-being.,,
Such has bee” the essence and ob.
ject of Peace Corps service during the
last five years.
A Pledge
I pledge here and now that it will
continue to be so, for as long as 1
serve as director.
I may end up running a revolution.
Successful Peace Corps Volunteers
cannot help but teach that change is
possible, and what is more, that change
is not a fearsome unknown, but a re.
sponsibllity to be shared and encouraged by the governments of lands in
which they sewe. They also spread
the word that Peace invites adventure,
mobility and self+xpression.
In such work is true social revolution, and we shall be proud to share
in it.
I say “we” shall be happy to share
in it because if there is to be valuable
social revolution, our VOlunteem surely will have to have a hand i“ it. The
staff will just have to try to keep up
with them,
Volunteen have been out ahead of
us from the beginning—and there is
no reason to believe that the situation
will change much.
The job is only just begun. The
call is barely answered, The cause we
serve is massive, The challenge will
await us, for years to come.
I am honored to begin where Sargent Shriver leaves off. I pray that
when, some day, the Peace Corps looks
back upon its fruitful and exciting bistory, Sbriver and Vaughn will just ~ two of a long line of serviceable pee.
pie, learning more and more each year
from a growing host of Volunteen.

Hubeti H. Humphmy
Vice Pres;d<:t

of the United Stotes

Stanley A. Fwkel
Corporation
This befan m on onnive,sory
puzzle: If the Peace Corps is
five years young in 1966, what will it be in 1976? Wh4t new
directions will or should it take i“ the coming decade? THE
VOLU~BER posed the qlies]iom to the contributors I&ted on
the right. The results, including proposals for a $2 S,000 re.
adjustment allowance and moving the agency to Geneva under
the direction of Saul Alinsky, are conjoined in this special
20-page section.
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BY VICE PR~IDENT
rnKmx
HUBERT H. ““,”,
‘-,, -------The famous historian, Arnold Toyn.
world will be greatly intensified,
bee, has described ours as “the first
A recent White House C~nference
generation since the dawn of history
which studied this problem came up
in which man dares to believe it pracwith this obsewation: “Scientists now
tical to make the benefits of ~ivi[iza.
believe that overcoming protein and
tion available to the whole h“ma”
vitamin deficiencies of young children
race, ”
would do more to reduce disease and
Ten thousand Peace Corps Voluneventually raise productivity ihan any
teers in 46 countries dare to believe
other health measure that could be
this, and they are matching their be.
taken, and there is real hope that re.
Iiefs with their performance,
Work.
cenl technological developments point.
ing and teaching, living and learning,
ing the way to production of I,ow cost,
they are to the maximum of their
protein rich formulated foods could
abrlity and strength sharing what our
go a long way toward overcoming
serious malnutriti on,,,
civilization has to offer. They are
blind to religion, race, ~o[or, ~la~~
The Peace Corps
has already
and nationality.
proved, on a pilot basis, tha~ we can
These Volunteers are instruments
go into a barrio or village and make
for vast and revolutionary change—
change not only in the human condl.
tion and in the training of manpower
‘You march
to a distant
and the educating
of minds, b“t
change in the human spirit,
drummer
whose
beat ~is
The Volunteer believes the indi.
measured
not by the
vidual can make a difference. While
next election
but bY
helping our friends overseas to better
the next generation.’
I
undemtand the goals and visions of
our country, the Peace Corps Volu”.
teer is also helping Americans at home
to re-examine’ their own values and
two ears of corn grow where one
to measure up to the proud Image of
grew before; that we ca” double and
our nation that the Peace Corps ex.
triple the production
of eg@ and
emplifies,
milk, You have proved tb~e things,
not by magic or by genius or even by
One of the ~imm~t
problems we
the use of the most modern technolo~
face in the wortd is that of populaical
developments.
Rather you have
tion and food. We are advised that
applied wisdom and will, arid you
in the next 35 years the population
have succeeded.
of ibis planet will double—from three
Now we see these effo~ translated
billion to six billion people. We are
also told that food production witl into national policy, &rlier this year
the President outlined a dramatic new
somewhat less than double, and that
tie pro.
food production witl grow the least i“ Food for Freedom pro~am.
those nations where population will posed expanded food shipments to
countries where food needs are flowpow the most. The disparity beween
ing and self-help effofls are under
the rich a“d the poor natiom will i“way; increased capital and technical
cre=e, and one of the basic causes
assistance; elimination
of the “surfor antagonism and bitterness in the
8

plus” concept in food aid; continued
expansion of markek for American
agricultural
commodities;
increaing
emphmis on nutrition, ~pecially for
the young, and provision for ade.
quate reserves of essential food commodities.
Now what you have been doing
will be multiplied on a vast scale.
The Peace Corps has been an invaluable catalyst in making possible programs and policia which will touch
the hungry billiom and “ot the sym.
bolic few.
Certainly, we face many problem
ahead, Toynbee also wrote that civilizations rise a“d fall as they r~po”d
to challenge.
These problems are
your challenge and mine. If we re.
spend with vigor, with courage, and
with wisdom we shall succeed, and
what is more impormnt+ur
nation
will suwive.
We are all aware of the practical
problems
involved for the Peace
Corps.
You will have to do a bigger and
better job of recmiting, which means
raising i“ce”tives rather than standards. You may have to lean more
heavily o“ non-Peace Corps civilian
assistance, enlisting talent and man.
power not on lbe Peace COTS payroll.
You have a National
Advisory
Council of 24 outstanding men and
women wbo are leaders in their respective fields. How often do you ask
them for some specific assistance? YOU
could form ou&ide groups of specialists—in the publication field-in
broadcasting—in education—i” i“d”s.
try—in the arwin
the sciences.
You may have to call on tbe Co”.
gress for more appropriations,
You
may ask me whether we can afford
more money for your operations,
I
think we cannot afford not to prw
vide larger appropriations,
And if
Secretary McNamara is right, your
butter may make his guns less essen.
tial.
After all, who hm a better right
to national support than the Peace
Corps? It is difficult,’ in su~eying
the vast panoply of governmental and
private agencies with objectives similar
to yours, to find one which has done
so much, with so little, to such a high
degree of universal acclaim, It is eve”
more difficult to find one pofiticia”
wbo has created a co”semus as large
and favorable as yours.
It is tme you do not always do
thin~ in an orthodox way. Part of

1‘
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your charm is your iconoclasm, the
other part is a kind of pragmatism.
You have the unanswerable response
to your critics: “It works.” YOU do
not always conform.
You march to
a distant dmmmer
whose beat is
mesured
not by the next election
hut by the next generation.
1 salute your distant drummer, and
f would hope that his beat continues

in the next five year-for
you and
for us—loud and clear. I encourage
you to keep marching, for your victo~ is the victory of all ma fiind.
As a senator from Minnesota, Hubert H. Humphrey
wm an early proponent of a Peace Corps. He is now
chairman of the Peace Corps National
Advisory
Council.

View of a one-eyed king
By STANLEY

The Closed
Minders
are most
characterized
by their resistance to
change. They develop fantasy de fensa
and rationalized
alibls against even
small improvements.
They oppose all
new ideas, for if a George 111 or a
Czar Nicholm
were uncomfortable
with a proposition, so are they.
The Closed Minders actually get
very nervous when confronted with a
new idea; they blanch at progress.
They spin around themselves a cocoon
of fear and habit—the fear that change
may somehow take something from
them which they presently possess—
and the habit of doing things the same
old way because habitual response requires no creative thought, only automatic, mindless reflex.
COmfOti or Wives

A. BRANKEL

The old ways give them comfort,
and the new ways give them hives.
In short, the Closed Mindem say
“No” to life. Uncompromising.
UnStanley A. Frankel is v;ce president oj the Ogden Corporaequivocal. Unbending. No. The Open
tion in New York City and a member of the Peace Corps
Minders, on the other hand, say “Yes”
National Advisory
Counc;l,
He wm msixtant pltblisher and
—to life, to change, to experimentavice. president of McCal~s Magazine, and the c~atOr Of the
tion. They believe that a mind is like
award-winning
television show, ,’Adhti E, Stevemon Reports,”
a parachute:
it functions best when
from which the quotation
at the conclusion
of his article
open. The Open Mind is the province
wu drawn
of youth and those who think young.
It is the society of vigor, of challenge,
of moving ahead. “Yes” is is answer
to the most profound and difficult
problems because “yes” is a commitment to move ahead, to think hard,
and to work even harder.
The Open Mind proclaims that all
cil, 1 am an outsider, imposed on the
“In the land of the blind,
things
are possible, and this formula
Corps
by
a
kindly
President,
and
tolThe one~yed man is king?
of part reason and part faith leads to
erated by the Vice President, the DiI am the one-eyed king who is able
inquiry, search and sometimes to new
rector and his impre=ive staff with an
to reign wisely over that v=t majority
solutions.
The Open Mind cannot
incredible show of congeniality and
of Americans whose blind admiration
guarantee complete success or even
grace. & a well-wisher wrote me
for Peace Corps Volunteers is generon learning of my appointment: ccThe small achievement; it can only insure
ally based on thin, often hearsay,
that a gung-ho try will be made, and
Peace Corps needs another adviser
evidence.
its failures are often as glorious as ik
like they, need another Sukarno~
In that kingdom, I am secure on my
With that sincere disclaimer sOrne- success~.
throne because, % a member of the
The Open Mind would rather light
what assuaging my Wilt, I am ready
Advisory Council, 1 have done my
the candle than tune the darknes;
to accept the editor’s invitation to
homework, read stti documenti, in.
speak out.
the Closed Mind reserva its choicest
tewiewed Volunteers, sat in on inforepithets for those who let in even tbe
In our nation and our world, two
mational meetings,
listened to reOPPOSing fOICes are engaged in a smallest light. There are those who
turnees, and once almost kept up with
say that the world is in a race between
death struggle: it is the open mind
Sarge Shriver on a frenetic college
education and catmtrophe.
This asagainst the closed mind. This is a
recruiting
campaign
here in New
sumes, and I thiti falsely, a direct
battle which cum across countri=,
York.
correlation
between education
and
political parties, religious factions,
wisdom. I fear that this same open
But, toss me at this publication,
racial groups and geographical
reread by men and women—both twomind vs. closed mind battle goes on in
gions; and no nation, religion, party
eyed and clear—who are on the tithe ranks of the educated, for 1 have
or region hm a monopoly on either
met many over-educated
boobs and
side of the Peace Corps, and my
force. The stmggle goes on in Russia
sovereign right to be heard on agency
many undereducated
wise men. The
as in America; it divides the Republimattem quickly becomes unwarranted
race, I feel, is really between the open
can Party % well as the Democratic
presumption.
For, like most of the
mind and catastrophe.
Partfi it sptits Protestants m well m
other members of the Advisory CounEven with my one, often bloodshot
Catholics.
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eye, I can see that the idea of the
Peace Corps and its wondrous imple.
mentation by the thousands of Volun.
teers and staffers, are impressive examples of the open mind in action.
It is, as Sarge Shriver wrote in his
recent book, truly the Point of the
Lance in this struggle for the minds
and hearti of men,

c1
any

am

impatient

symptom

with
of

close-mindedness

creeping

in

the Peace Corps.’
But 1 was asked to comment on the
future role of tbe Peace Corps, not
to indulge in ffattery which, according
to Bacon, is a dog that fawns when
he bites. What about the future?
What I do not think you yet realize
is your own power and your own
strength, 1 would guess that you are
only dimly aware of your influence
—where YOU live, work, teach and
study. YOU Volunteers, stafiers, returnees and future Volunteers are now
at the onset of a massive, worldwide
revolutionary
idea whose time has
come, the idea that every last one of
the three billion world population has
a right to live with dignity and re.
spect, You handful have done more to
open up more minds to this idea than
al! of the fine boys in uniform, all the
men and women in legislative halls,
all the captains of industry, tbe edu.
caters, the writers, the broadcasters.
And remember, this is only the beginning.
Just as you do not know your own
strength, I am afraid you do not know
your own enen>ies. Those enemies are
temporarily silent now for the Peace
Corps is popular and the Closed Mind
woutd rather challenge a new, untried
idea than a popular one,
Enemim Eme~e

But when a Volunteer returns home
prematurely the enemi= are there with
an “1 toldyou so,” and when a Volunteer is killed overseas they arise with a
“Never should have been over there in
the first place.” They are there i“ a
bureaucracy
which
cautions
“GO
slow,,, and they are there in the invitations you have not received,
This race for sumival is not only to
the swift, it is equally to the many; and
your numbers must grow i“ almost
geometric progression if the open mind

is to win. There is a one-word answer
should be a middle ground a“d the
to the question: what should we do
Peace Corps should actively search it
about the Peace Corps in the years
out and make it viable.
ahead, and that word is: MORE.
1 understand that the Peace Corps is
mat is why, o“t of my ow” SmaII reluctant to ask businas employers to
knowledge of the Peace Corps, I am
hold open jobs for returnees and to
impatient with any even infinitesimal
award promotion
and seniority to
symptom of creeping close-mindedness
those who have done their sti”t. Such
in the Corps.
a concession could result i“ business.
1 have an uneasy feeling that a numoriented youngsters
exploiting
the
ber of Peace Corps policies have out.
Peace Corps to make points toward
lived their effectiveness after five “aj”.
business advancement, a“d that is not
able years, and the unbending, eternal
the proper motivation for my kind of
commitment to these policie~ will i“Volunteer.
hibit the rapid a“d necessary growth
But, conversely, 1 cannot under.
of the Corps.
stand why Peace Corps service is not
For instance, 1 am bothered by the
automatically accepted nationwide to“complete sacrifice” theory of Volunward teaching credits and to state
teers, I applaud the policy of not ac.
teacher certification.
I believe that
cepting any more money than that
the motivatio”sof
a Peace Corps Vol.,
earned by the local population, and
unteer a“d a teacher are closely akin,
that of living with nationals’ at their
and the ma” or woman who has
economic and social level. Those are
taught English to Nigerians orchemisintelligent sacrifices which are critical
try to tndia”s, for my money, has
to your role. But 1 do not think the
proved in the worl$s most demanding
small amount of money dep?sited in classroom his or her ability to relate to
your n:ime in this country is sufficient.
youngsters,
t [hink that salary should be
Too Much T“mover
dol]bled, or tripled, or more. The
1 concede that a normal turnover of
present policy discriminates
against
slafiers is healthy, because the Peace
that 30-year-old mechanic whose skills
Corps.
like any growing organization,
you can use but who has indigent
needs the constant i“fttsion of new
ideas and personnel, The turnover is
an antidote for atrophy and helps keep
that
c1 have a feeling
minds fresh and open. But 1 do not
a number
of Peace
Corps
buy the inflexible five-year in-up-andout rule whereby all five-year veterans
policies
have
outlived
are “pasturized,, regardless of what
effectiveness.’
,
their
some may yet have to contribute.
Certain staffers may have completed
parents to take care of or a younger
their useful service at the end of one
brother he is seeing through college,
or two years; why freeze them at five,
What’s wrong with removing for him
which is usually the practical effect of
and for thousands of his well-motisuch regulations? On the other hand,
vated counterparts
the financial obthe sixth, scve”th and eighth year of
stacles which now make it literally im.
a man,s work may well be bis most
possible for them to share your psychic
productive, a“d both he and the Corps
income?
are being cheated out of a maximum
I applaud the firm conviction of
return o“ the (axpayer,s investment by
your management that the Peace Corps
forcing him out when he has just be.
should not be a haven for draft dodggun to contribute his best and most
ers, bitt I do not understand why Peace
sharply honed talents.
Corps time cannot in some way be
1 think any hard and fast rule of this
credited to military requirements.
It
kind without taking into consideration
is inordinately difficult for the male
individual merit or demerit is at best
undergraduate to opt for Peace Corps
unwise a“d at worst immoral. Such
service knowing that immediately upon
mindless, Pavlovian dogma quickly be.
completion of service he faces two
comes a“ easy substitute for adminismore years i“ the Army. In its blind
trative genius and courage.
If the
determination
to escape the draft.
Peace Corps fears internal stagnation
dodge stigma, the Peace Corps will —and it should—then the answer is
lose thousands of talented and highly
not a five. year rule or a seven-year rule
motivated male college graduates. 1s or a three-year rule. The answer is
there no possibility of honest c+mpro.
fearless leadership which, of all the
mise, of earned, offset time?! There
organizations I have ever known, the
10
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Peace Corps has in palpable ab””dance.
You may have valid reasons for un.
‘ flinchinz devotion to the orincitdes I
questio~, but if my objections s~ggest
a lack of knowledge, I think they also
reflect no lack of deep faith in your
work. I defer, in all humility to you
thousands of insidem in your understanding of what makes your project
tick, but I take a back seat to none in
my belief in tbe great contributions
you have made, and will make, to our

b

nation and our world.
In a way, when I think about tbe
Peace Corps, which I do, long and
often, I hear echo= of a conversation
I had with Adlai Stevenson during a
Christmas week television program i“
1962 when he remarked:
“It might be a good idea
during this Christmas season
to remind ourselves
about tbe nature of men
and Man.

Men are sometimes cruel,
but Man is kind.
Men are sometimes greedy
but Man is generous.
Men are mortal, but Man is
immortal.
And I hlieve along with Faulkner
that Man will do more than
survive,
he will prevail.,,
1 know that the Peace Corps, too,
will “ot only survive; it will prevail.

The rice must reach the people
By ROBERT

G. McGU~E

In

Robert G. (Mick) McGui,e
was a Volunteer
teacher or Rajshahi
University,
Easl
Pokisran, iror~t 1961 ro 1963. and he ,vas st~bseuuen!lv an evaluator for Ihe Peace Corus
He is no; Slltdying for a doctorare in Inlerna;ional” Relations at kolur~rbia Un;ver.7;r?

What will the Peace Corps

be in

1976? Tbe destiny of the Peace Corps

is tied to the forces at work in the
world. Therefore, to insure our relevance to development, which is one of
the major forces of our era, we must
try year by year 10 maintain an acute
sensitivity to the economic, political
and social forces in the developing
nations,
My own bias is that the Peace Corps
must iustifv itself solely in terms of
its contrib~tion to development of the
non-Western world. Out of the task
of development can flow certain important by-products — friendship and
understanding between human beings
of different cultures and the personal
enrichment of those Americans who
seine.
me By-prtiuck
Before we get into a discussion of
what I call the main task, Iet,s look at

the by-products and how they will
have affected America by 1976.
By that time many thousands of
Volunteers will have returned home to
begin or to resume their careers. I
am not as optimistic as many people
around the Peace Corps who feel that
the returned Volunteers will have a
profound and widespread influence on
America. My lack of optimism stems
from two beliefs:

●
All Volunteers do not return
with the charisma often ascribed to
them, and only a quarter of all Peace
Corps Volunteers gain tbe maximum
wisdom, tough idealism, sensitivity and
dynamism which the overseas experience can provide.
●
The pressures sucking tbe individual into the stream of American
life and molding him into a pattern am
extremely strong.
A few former Peace COTS Volunteers, having had bitter experiences,
will try to forget the whole thing.
Others, complacent, having led passive
lives overseas and patting themselves
on the back for sumiving, will return
to the same mediocrity they left—
basking in the glow of having done
something+nce.
Some of the 25 per cent who got the
maximum benefit from their two years
will always feel out of place. Others
of them will work themselves into
responsible positions, sublimating their
deepest inner feelings until they are at
the top—and never really know who is
out of step, Still others will plug away
at jobs which are usually unrecognized
and unrewarded by our society. All of
these people will make their small but
important imprint.
The fact that thousands of Americans have seined in the Peace COVS is
good for the country, but the effect of
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the Peace Corps on American society
will neither be spectacular nor will it
be as pervasive as many think.
It is much harder to gauge the effect
of the Peace COTS on international
understanding. Hundreds of thousands
of foreigners will have seen Peace
COTS Volunteers. Some of these foreigners will have decided that Americans are clannish, disrespectful, inlmoral or not wrious. Others will have
seen serious, interested, competent, intelligent, sensitive friends who happen
to be Americans,
But unfortunately,
personal friendships do not determine
international relations.
The Main Task
The fact that America is a superpower which gives food to tbe hungry
and protection to the weak, throws
money to those eager to u% it, or interferes in internal politics when it sees
fit, combined with the perceived interests of a given foreign county,
will
determine the policy and propaganda
of that foreign government. Although
Peace Corps Volunteers can accomplish little without making friends, they
must do much more than that in order
to seine the real national interests of
the host countries,
This brings us to the main task
again. To live up to our ve~ weighty
responsibilities to tbe countries which

have asked us to help, we must conVolunteer teachem who can make edcentrate our effons on helping to solve
ucation relevant to the student’s life
the social, economic and polilical proboutside the school. If a teacher cannot
lems of development, No government
do this he is not attacking the basic
or agency has yet come close to SOIU. problem of development. ,\f a Peace
tions. Other dispensers of aid have
Corps Volunteer construction worker
learned that the supplying of money,
does not instill in the peopl~ an ability
food or machines alone does not solve
to aniculate their need for a bridge and
even the economic problems, TO”S of
the confidence to use their own re.
rice given to stwing
Indians cannot
sources to build a good o“e themselves,
be delivered efficiently; money does
he has not solved the bmic problem,
not reach people for whom it is in.
If the Peace Corps concentrates is
tended; machines me misused or fall
efforts in a pamicular country on an
apart because of lack of care; teachers
educational system which pr~duces unbring facts which are not absorbed
employable clerks when the country
into the lives of the pople they teach,
desDeratelv needs to motivade its people .to incr~ase a~icultural production,
Bridging
--. Ibe Gao
the agency minimizes or retards its
Tbe key to the problem lies in 6ndeffect on development.
ing out why the mere presentation or
We have pro~ammed
some jobs
introduction of skills and goods bas
that
go
to
the
heart
of
the
problem,
but
not achieved the desired results. This
not nearly enough of them, Many of
is a problem of human communication
our Peace Corps Volunteers, who join
and human organization, Because the
the Peace Co~s because it isl the safe,
Peace Corps has already addressed
mfldle-class thing to do afte~ college,
itself to the mmses, our unique condo not have the interest or skdls to dig
tribution can be made in bridging
deeply into the human problem. Most
the gap between technical and human
of our training institutions, accustomed
development.
to the presentation of static academic
This means that we must program
teaching jobs and select a“d train
information, are unable to train Vol-

unteers to solve the problems of human development. Overseas staff, too
burdened
with eveWday problems,
have “ot been able to study h depth
the needs of the host countries. And
Peace COVS headquwters ha not provided a unified, coherent philosophy
of operation,
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No Time To Be Cocky
In the past five years we have done
an amazing jo&for
amatettr+md
we are becoming more professional
(and I hope not more bureaucratic and
less experimental).
But this is “o! the time to be cocky,
During lbe next ten yews we must give
much more thought to: the tinds of
Volunteers we are getting (and the
right kind may not number 10,000 a
year); where we are allocating our
scarce resources; how each job directly contributes to development and
what the long-range political, social
and economic effect of our presence
will be o“ the masses in each country.
In 1976 the host countries will want to
know what we have done for them,
not for America” vouth or international understanding: They should not
have to ask us,
Q

A 24-hour-a-day
By DOUGLAS
Two basic philosophies dominate ma”,s thi”ki”g i“ the
world as it is presently constituted,
The first holds that
man’s environment is so hostile and his relationship to it
so uncertain that he must not upset tbe established order
of things and, in addition, had better placate whatever
gods might efist by appropriate sacrifice, The other philosophy holds that ma”, with Gods help, a“d by his OW”
efforts, is able to change and eve” to dominate his OW”
environment.
1 believe that it is the mission of tbe Peace Corps Volunteers to demonstrate the latter philosophy hy every activity in wtich they engage, If they encounter a difficult
situation and mk for outside help to resolve it, they have
only taught their local associates to throw their burdens on
someone else. If they allow themselv~ to be overcome by
their environment, they have confirmed in tbe people whom
they are trying to help their convictions about the hostility
of their environment.
If they are unable to generate practical solutions to everyday problems, they will have failed
in their mission.
On the other hand, if they insist on and demonstrate in
their action that man do= not have to live like an animal,
they will have done their job. If they show courage in the

opportunity

HENDERSON

face of problems and apply their OW” solutions in practical
ways, we; can be proud of them,
It is ( characteristic of the populations of “emerging
nations” that they lack co”fide”ce in their own ability to
change their environment.
It is “p to us to instill such
conviction. The Peace Corps Volunteer has a 24-hour-a.
day opportunity to do this. 1 am keenly aware of the
frustrations which this mission entails. I can only say that
the successful Vol”ntcer is the one whO has Iear”ed to live
with his frustrations.
If 1 had not seen, over the past three years, many examples o~.Volunteers who had grasped the implications of
their mission as I have described it and whO have Iear”ed
to live woh their frustrations, 1 would be tbe first to say
that the tmk is peculiarly difficult and perhaps impossible,
But 1 am convinced that the Peace CorP can carry out
this mi%ion and, if our international programs of assistance
are to b successful, the Peace Corps must carry out this
mission.
Doug/@ Henderson
hos been a co,eer foreign service
oficer fo( 24 yeors. He hm been Unired States Am bassador to Bol;via since 1963.
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Wanted:
professional

technicians

as amateur Volunteers
By CHES~R

BOWLES

Chester Bowles hm been a government
oficial, businessman,
congress.
man, professor and diplomat,
He ;s a former Under Secretary of State
and is now serving for the second time m United States Ambmsador
to
... ..– “,s ,aresl
!..
,na,a,
book is The Conscience of a Ltberal,
.7.

–

In the perspective of history, the
Peace Corps with the Marshall Plan
and our much maligned AID program
is likely to emerge m one of the boldest
and most imaginative
international
concepts of our era.
In some two score nations in Asia,
Africa and Latin America, I have
watched the Peace Corps in action
and it has been a reassuring and exciting experience.
Here in India,
where there will soon be more than
1,000 Peace Corps Volunteers,
the
Peace Corps program is one of our
proudat achievements,
Yet I believe
that this great concept may soon arrive
at an important crossroads.
For nearly five yearn tbe Peace
Corps has been hailed nostalgically by
representatives of the older generation,
with an uneasy glance at their own
paunchy middles, as a dynamic demonstration of the dedication and competence of American youth.
“Why, our boys and girls: they
proudly assert, “go right into the poorest villages, learn the most impossible
native dialects, eat the strangmt foods
aid then show tbe local people how to
read and write, raise poultv, and all
that sort of thing:
Such compliments
for the Peace
Corps’ extraordinary record of downto-earth service, however patronizing
to tbe hmt nations, are richly desewed.
But as the current glamour fades, increasingly searching questions will be
in order such as “How well do they
actually teach schoolV; “What hap
pens to the poultW propam after the
Volunteers go homeY; “In two yam,

can young Americans really make a
difference in tradition-bound villages?,
In tbe best Peace Corps operations
such as the one here in India, the
answers to such questions
would
already be largely affirmative. Young
men, many of them from our cities,
with only three months ‘of Peace Corps
training, have helped Indians establish
more than 1,000 poultry operations
which by and large are now remarkably well-run,
Others have started
‘Wholly

new

organiza-

tional

concepts

be

order.’

in

may

feed a“d marketing cooperatives which
are now king ably carried o“ by
Indians.
Girls, a year or so out of college and
with little or no teaching experience,
are doing outstanding work in healthnutrition
programs in the primary
teacher training schools of southern
India; the regular teachers at these in.
stitutes are being trained to car~ on
the work when the Volu”teem leave.
Other examples can be cited almost
without end: o“e Volunteer e“cour.
aged villagers to start more than 100
vegetable gardens in his first month on
the job. Two Volunteers developed a
workshop for teaching science instructors how to make and use simple but
effective laboratory equipment the education department now plans to set
up such workshops all over tbe state.
Volunteers have helped to build and
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hundreds of improved water.
lifting devices for irrigation in the
Uttar Pradesh.
Others have helped
small businessmen to turn losses into
profits by designing simple machinery,
setting up bookkeeping systems, reorganizing shops for more efficient
production.
However, in the years ahead tbe
Peace Corps will undoubtedly
be
judged less and less by its already
demonstrated
ability to recruit and
train dedicated American young people cheerfully to live and work in far
away places, and more and more by
its already impressive record of actual
accomplishment
in behalf of the under-privileged people whom it seeks
to serve,
As the emphasis shifts from the
more glamorous
aspecb of Peace
Corps life with its demonstrated value
for the American Volunteers to the
qual;ty and impact of the Peace Corps
semice, wholly new organizational
concepts may be in order, concepb
that maintain
the integrity of the
present operation while further raising
the standards of performance.
The most obvious way to move to
ward this objective is to select experienced professionals in those fields in
which the Peace Corps is concentrate.
ing and to place each of them alone
side, say, 20-year+ld
to 30-year-old
Volunteers, in pmitions where their
technical skills can have a multiplier
effect.
Here in India, for instance, the
Peace Corps might recmit more experienced “master teachem” from the
install

United States to work alo”~ide India”
educators and less trained Volunteen
in a follow-up program for the widespread summer science institutes which
aim at upgrading the teaching of math
and science in India, Within three to
five years these summer institutes
would reach nearly all of the math and
science teachers i“ India’s secondary
schools.
Higher
level, experienced
technicians could then work with state
government
officials, with Indian
teachers in training, and Peace Corps
For

technicians:

$25,000

a

readjustment

allowance.
Volunteers working in health, tom.
munity development or nutrition to
reinforce Peace Corps, present grass.
roots effort to improve diets in many
parts of rural India.
In numerous fields, Americans of
established experience and skill could
add immeasurably
to the already
significant impact of the Peace Corps:
engineers in rural public works, doctors in public health, agricultural specialists to support and guide Peace
Corps Volunteers in poultry develop.
ment a“d extension work.
Tbe introduction
of these higher
level technicians has been resisted by
Peace Corps leaders for what 1 believe
to be an excellent reason, i.e., right
now [he Peace Corps has a reputation
for down-to-earth living and service,
What happens to this hard-won image
when well-paid middleaged “experts”
suddenly appear on the scene riding in
plush cars, living in plush houses, and
in other ways cut off from the humble
people whom the Peace Corps serves?
1 have recently had several conver.
sations which may suggest a way to
meet these objections and at the same
time gain the advantage of h,gher
skills, experience and Peace Corps
Volunteer
performance,
These ex.
changes were with relatively young,
able professionals i“ a variety of fields
who were anxious 10 join the Peace
Corps, but who have been inh,bited
because of their growing families and
such mundane problems as mortgages,
insurance payments and the need to
save for their children’s education.
To these frustrated individuals, 1
put a simple question: “Suppose the
Peace Corps came to you and said,
‘We want you to go to India with your
family where your experiences as (let

us say a poultry expert) would be put
to work advising local government officials and assisting young Peace Corps
Volunteers
who have had limited
training, You will be prov]ded with a
jeep and a simple house in a small
town. Your monthly pay and food
allowances will be the same m the
Volunteers,, with a small adjustment
for your wife and children.
‘However, here’s the good news:
when you return to the United States
at the end of three years of service,
you will find $25,000 in your bank
account. me cost of putting one AID
technician and his family in the field
for a two-year tour is $55,000. ) If
you prefer, we will take care of your
mortgage and insurance payments and
you can bank the remainder.
This
plan will take care of your continuing
expenses and allow you and your wife

to participate in a great adventure.
How about it?
So far the response to my hype.
thetical proposition has been an en.
thusiastic 100 per cent affirmative.
If the Peace Corps by some such re.
cruiting device can further raise its
professional standards without losing
the crucially important down-to-earth
grassroots quality that bas already
carried it so far, it may earn for i~elf
an even more important role in our
overseas development effort.
Indeed, a“ approach of this kind
could enable the Peace Corps to take
over much of {he present technical
assistance now being handled by AID,
leaving specialized, high-level shortterm AID consultants to concentrate
on important policy problems.
India hereby volunteers for the role
of guinea pig.

A new self-image

for

from a mirrored look a?

J

By JOHN

ARANGO

The character of the Peace Corps is
determined by a variety of influences
—most importantly by the actions and
ideas of the “insiders,” the Volunteers
and staff, less im~rtantly
by t,hme of
the “outsiders’’-university
trainers
and consultants a“d the public ~ large.
A great deal of attention has been
devoted in the past to the “external
image” of the Peace Corps—the attempt by the insiders to explain themselves to the public in a way which will
benefit the agency. Less attention has
been paid to the “self-image” of the
Peace Corps—the ideas which, the insiders have of themselves and! of the
agency: this is unfortunate, since the
Peace Corps self-image has been, and
will continue to be, an important factor in determining Peace Corps policy.
Certainly one problem in discussing
the Peace Corps self-image is that it
is rarely articulated,
and p~obably
never shared by all Volunteers and
staff. It might, therefore, be helpful to
describe some of the changes ~in the
14

self-image in the recent past before beginning a discussion of some possible
changes in the future.
The earliest images, which were Ihe
result of the imagination of the Task
Force, lasted onty until contact with
the first training groups. There fotIowed a period of several months of
virtually no image at all, a period of
almost scientific self-scrutiny, during
which image building w% held off un.
til more information was availabte.
Volunteers during this time felt as
if they were everyone’s guinea pi~,
and to a large extent they were, but
at the same time they enjoyed un.
paralleled freedom of action. A Vrdu“teer could do almost anything provided be did not violate the minimal
rutes which were half -heartedly imposed by the staff. As one staff member said at the time, “The only rule is,
don’t get in tbe newspapers;’

John A rango is the director of the Cente
sity of New Mexico, and hm assisted in Pea
He wm a Volunteer in rural community

By the end of the first year, enough
information was available to permit
the building of a self-image, or rather
self -imaees.
. . since one of the first
things that was learned was that the
Peace Corps was not the same in each
region.
For Latin America, the first images
of Volunteers were mainly concerned
with the relationship of the Volunteer
and the people in his community. The
Volunteer was essentially a free agent,
minimally affected by the host country
agency to which he was assigned, but
heavily influenced by his living conditions, “culture shock,” and periodic
depressions, elations and melancholies.
For Africa, tbe image was that of a
Volunteer working-the
essence of the
Volunteer experience was contact with
students witbin the rather narrowly defined limits of the school system. Other

e future

1

e Pst
regions had their own images, which
differed from those of Africa and Latin
America.
One problem with most of the early
Peace Corps self-imag~ was that they
were a mixture of both real experiefice
and idealizing about that exPerienc~,
a further problem was that the proportion of tbe real and tbe ideal in
the self-image was usually unknown.
Thus, in Latin America, the selfimage of acceptance was mostly ideal;
very few Volunteers really were fully
accepted by their communities.
As
time passed, Volunteers and staff became aware that there W- a gap be.
tween the self-image and the Volunteers’ performance. Tbisledto a series
of policies designed m bring reality in
line with expectations.
Jeeps, which
tended to separate tbe Volunteer from
bis community, were outlawed; living
allowances were adjusted downward;

@
for Community Action Services at the Univerfor Latin America.
Corps trainin~ program
velopment in Colombia from 1961 to 1963.

teachers were told to five in slums, and
rural Volunteers
were discouraged
from traveling m the urban centers.
The attempts to change the field
?ituation met opposition from several
sides, One group charged that tbe
Peace Corps was becoming bureaucratic, inflexible, insensitive to the individual Volunteer, etc. Another group
felt that the policies affected only the
most superficial aspects of the Volunteer’s life in tbe community, and that
more fundamental changes, particularly in selection, were needed. The
criticisms of these groups modified to
some extent the actions being taken,
but the self-image remained largely unchallenged until recently.
Work vs. Role
Lately, the original self-images

have

been increasingly under attack as misrepresenting the real nature of the Volunteer’s experience. Curiously, there
has been almost a direct switch of the
images of Latin America and Africa—
Latin America is now concerned mainly with the Volunteer’s work, while
Africa is interested in the Volunteer’s
larger role in the community.
These changes in the thinking about
the Peace Cor~ self-images provide a
key to the future; in order, however to
avoid complete
embarrassment
in
future rereading of these remarks, 1
shall confine my predictions to Latin
America, which is the only region I
know well.
The new self-image in Latin Amer-

new self-image,
The two divisions
most concerned with the Volunteer
jo&Univemity
Relations and Training and the Office of planning and
Programming—will
be drawn much
more closely together.
In place of an approach to community development based on tbe particu.
Iar system favored at the training institution, as modified by the current—
good or bad—ideas of tbe field staff,
there will be a Peace Corps approach
which will be common to university,
Volunteer and staff.
Some changes inselection and trainingof both Volunteers and staff will be
needed in order to attract the kind of
pemon who will be sympathetic to
working ina more structured situation,
yet at the same time willing toexperiment within the boundaries of the system, The Volunteer experience will
obviously be different, but not less exciting-there
will be a sense of making progress towards finding techniques
which really work, as well as satisfaction of being able to demonstrate accomplishment of program goals
More Efficiency
tie

movement

to increase

tbe effi-

ciency of the Volunteer will be reinforced by tbe community action movement in the United States. Programs
will be developed in the slums and
depressed rural areas wtich can be
modified to fit tbe situation overseas.
Beginning several years from now,
there will be a substantial number of
applicants whose whole life has been
changed by the community
action
‘Volunteer experience
process in their neighborhood.
While
will obviously be
it will be difficult to attract this group
to the Peace Corps, the effort will be
diferent,
but not less
worthwhile, since the goals and activiexciting.’
ties which now must be taught during
training will be second nature to these
Volunteers.
ica wilt be that of the Volunteer as a
The recent ruling limiting the length
social engineer.
The Volunteer will
of service of staff members is m some
be seen as performing a iob, but perextent incompatible with raising the
forming it in a special way. He will
technical efficiency of the Volunteer,
be asked m accept certain explanations
since the staff will have to be at least
of the nature of the culture in which
as knowledgeable as the Volunteers.
he is working (much as the engineer
One possible solution will bethecreaaccepts the findings of pure science),
tion of a permanent consulting group
to creatively applya variety of proven
for each of the major iob’areasof the
techniques to bis local situation (much
Peace Corps, which would supply techas the engineer applies bridge-building
nical support within the policy frametheory tohis particular bridge), and to
work laid down by tbe more transient
develop and systematize new techstaff.
niques (rather than to do anthropoAs tbe Peace Corps becomes a more
logical research, which will become
efficient tool, more attention will be
the duty of consulting scientists).
focused onthe uses of the tool. ProbA good many changes will be made
ably the first change will be in the
in the Peace Corps as a result of the
15
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direction of programming and evaluating whole groups of Volunteers, rather
than individual Volunteers.
This will result in a slightly changed
self-image, that of the Peace Corps as
a coordinated group of social engineers
(much like the recent change in the
image of the scientist—from individual in his laboratory to team member).
As the uses of groups of Volunteers
beco[ne known, critical policy questions will be raised. As long as the
Peace Corps is seen as a collection of

individual Volunteers worting insolation, there is little need for+y
policy
concerni ngthe long run uses ~f Volun.
teers, but m the Peace Corps, and
more importantly,
as host! country
agencies, begin to learn to e~plolt tbe
combined power of a group of technically skilled Volunteers, policies regardingtbe uses of Voluntee~ will be
absolutely necessary.
Iwouldguess
that by 1976~theabi.
ity of the Peace Corps to sud;ta”tially
change the social structure of a coun-

try, or to make a difference in the
ability of a government program to
reach any group i“ the society, will be
starkly apparent.
The Peace Corps
will be beginning anew—the old selfi,mage will again bereplacedbyaquestion—What is the “se of the peace
Corps? It may be a little premature
to start considering the question now,
but it should be noted that the Peace
Corps has always reserved especial, if
not particularly comfortable, place for
prophets in the wilderness.

Hey, Peace Corps! Take the lead
I
By CONGRESSMAN

RfCHARD

L

OTTINGER

]
The Peace Corps won’t exist at 15
unless it starts to take advantage of
its unique contributions
to our rela.
tions with the developing countries.
At five, the Peace Corps is at a
crossroads.
Under Sargent Shriver’s
brilliant leadership it has established itself dramatically over the skepticism of
all tbe ‘<experts,” It has received un.
believable acclaim from the complete
spectrum of our society, from its most
conservative to its most liberal elements. It is hailed in all the countries
where it works.
But it seems to be running out of
stem.
The excitin~ innovations of
yesterday are becoming today’s routine, No new innovations are forthcoming. It soon will be swallowed up
whole by the Agency for I“ter”atio”al
Development
(AID)
if it doesn’t
rejuvenate itself, step out again into
the lead, and demonstrate its ability to
capitalize on its excellent a“d sound
approaches. It is in danger of &com.
Ing just another string to the bow of
our often dull and self-defeating for.
eign assistmce endeavors,
Degeneration
of the Peace Corps
would be tragic, It has demonstrated
success in working effectively with developing countries where all other approaches have to a greater or lesser
extent failed.
The Peace COWS is worktig in what
1 consider to be the areas of “the world
most in]portant to the future of the

l,.

United States. The great pot~nt!al ]n
the world economically andp?btlcally
lies with the hundreds of millions of
people in the underdeveloped
countries. While the people of th~ United
States are approaching the saturation
point in the amount of materi~l goods
they can absorb by way of automoThe

Peace

to he running
steam.

The

innovations
are

becoming

Corps

‘se~lms

out

of;

exciting
of yester~,ay
routine.

I
biles,, washing machines, televislo” sets
and even recreational equipment like
boats, golf clubs and skis, the people
of the underdeveloped countries still
lack the basic necessities of! life in
terms of food, clothing, cookibgutensils, basic medicines and the fi~e, The
great markets of the future, t~ meat
power of the future, lie with th,ese pee.
ple who constitute the vast majority of
the world’s population.
Sargent
Sbriver
saw the! Peace
Corps’ potential and set it off to a
spectacular start, Our fOrmerlDeputy
Director, B]ll Meyers, now aprlncipal
assistant to the President, sees~,its potential. Imagine, from the pinnacle
represented by the job he nod holds,
he describes tbe job of Peace C+ps Di\
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rectO1 as the “Everest” of his ow”
ambitions. I feel the same way. I m
sure that Jack Vaughn, my wonderful
boss in the Latin American division
and our new Director, appreciates its
potential. He b~quite a challenge hefore him.
What is the unique contribution of
the Peace Corps that has excited the
world and proved to be such an unprecedented success?
me Peace Corps has proved the efficacyof recruiting and utilizing what
we call “generalists” without a high
level of technical expertise in dealing
with primitive societies. It has shown
that you don’t need a renowned technician to deal effectively in a slum or
rural peasant community
with the
problems of infant care, feces disposal,
teaching the significance of pure water, doing basic construction, forming
a community’s first cooperative endeavors, teaching literacy or other
b~ic su~ects.
While there is some
complaint heard that we aren’t satisfying the technical needs of these countries, and indeed I recently read with
anguish an uticle to that effect by an
ex- Volunteer couple in The Saturday
are
Evening
Post, these complaints
misguided.
Ahlghly trained technician in these
situations has a great excess of knowledge beyond that which a primitive
community can absorb. He loses Patience. He is wastedasa’’doer.,’Tbese

b

r“

P.,

technical resistance views reflect the
impatience and superiority complex of
too much State Department and AID
thinking. In dealing with a primitive
society, a generalist properly prepared
in training can make a remarkable
contribution.
The Peace Corps has demonstrated
the efficacy of training its people before they are sent overseas. It has
shown the value of taking time out to
teach communications
ability, without
which’ the greatest expertise goes for
naught. It has shown the importance
to the success of our endeavors of
knowing the culture and customs of a
country.

The Peace Corps has demonstrated
the success potential of community development techniques, of helping people to help themselves rather than
doing things for them, of working
througbtheti
agencies and doing what
they wmt to do under their direction
rather than substituting our goals for
theirs. While AID too often identifies
us with the unhappy status quo, the
Peace Corps is involved directly with
the revolutions of rising expectations.

‘To
Corps

succeed,
must

the

Peace

expand.’

Builting Upward
the Peace Corps has denlonstrated the validity of building from
the bottom up rather than from the
top down. This is the way historically
nearly all development has taken place.
Development doesn’t derive from generosity at the top but from the clamor
of the masses. While AID too frequently has been building vast bureaucracies that absorb, waste and
steal our foreign aid dollars and seldom nlake an impact on the millions
who will determine the future of the
underdeveloped
countries, tbe Peace
Corps has been plowing at the grass
roots where elections are won. Its work
receives indelible U: S. identification,
Overseas,

too.

The Peace Corps has shown the
value of conling to a foreign cOmmunity as an eq~al rather than as an
adviser, It has shown the value of
living in the community where our
people work, receiving comparable
compensation, living at a comparable
level. Tbe reception
accorded the
Peace Corps in countries where it is
popular to despise the United States
and itspolicies bespeaks the efficacy of
this approach.
The Peace Corps hm shown the
value of separating development assistance from political goals. That we
were able to stay in the Dominican
Republic and Panama and other disrupted countries, untouched by severe
international crises, proves thee ficacy
of this concept. While our AID programs too often are designed for the
short term political puvoses of shoring up unpopular governments which
do nothing for their people, persuading
these governments to say nice things
about us or buying their votes in the
United Nations, the Peace Corps is
with the people who count on an apolitical basis.

When I started with the Peace
Corps, alltheabove
propositions were
but theories which we as founders
thought wotdd work. Tod?y, these theories are dcmonstiated as truths and
we know they work.
Why, then, haven’t these Peace
Corps-demonstrated
truths t~en root
and spread to dominate our foreign
assistance endeavors as they should
have? 1 think it’s because we’ve become satisfied with them and smugly
savored our gratification with them
instead of carrying them fo~ard.
Thetime is now. lfthe Peace Corps
doesn’t resume its innovating boldness,
itwill lose its excellent staff. It will lose
its ability to attract the cream of our
country as Volunteers.
It will then
lose its appeal abroad and will become
just another aspect of our technical
assistance program, but at a slightly
lower level of competence.
Sue Limi@
The chief limitation of the Peace
Corps is size. Youcould put the whole
of our present 11,000 Volunteers in
India, for example, spreading them
out through its thousands of villages
and its vast city slums, and you’d
hardly know the Peace Corps was
there. And you’d still be ignoring the
largest segment of the underdeveloped
world. To succeed, the Peace COTS
must expand.
These are a few recommendations:
. The Peace Corps should espouse
universal national service for all young
people after they finish their education,
Peace Corps semice to be an alternative to military scmice where a person
so desires and it isdeterminedtbat
this
is tbe way in which he can best serve
his country.
●
Tbe Peace Corps should take in
married couples with chfildren where
17

both spouses want to work as Volunteers. There are plenty of jobs for
such couples where it would be safe
and as practicable to care for the children as in working-mother
situations
here in the United States.
. The Peace Corps should attract
junior executives from business, The
future of U.S. business being, as I
have previously hypothesimd, in the
developing nations, these businesses
have a tremendous interest in giving
their people knowledge in depth of the
countries in which the Peace Corps
works and of the ordina~ people there
as only the Peace Corps can 6ive it
to them.
. The Peace Corps should make a
real effort, far beyond that in the
past, to attract skilled and unskilled labor. Fancy vocabulary-requiring
tests
should be dropped for these people
and more imaginative training programs devised. If I am right that our
business will vastly expand its foreign
operationsin these countries, what better way to prepare the disadvantaged
youths now in Job Corps camps and
the Neighborhood
Youth Corps for
future cireers!

Peace

Corps
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●
The Peace Corps should make
the move now to capitalize on its successes. [t should stride out and assume
the dominant place it desemcs in our
foreign assistance endeavors.
It has
proven that its methods are superior
and its results excel. It ‘attracts as
strong Confessional
approbation
as
State and AID programs
attract
criticism.
You have nothing to fear but fear
itself, Peace Corps. Step out anddominate the foreign assistance scene at
age 15, If you don,t, it will be a gigantic loss to this country ’and to the
world.

Representative
Richard L. Ottinger
is well acquainted
with the Peace
Corps.
He wm director of programs
for the West Coast of South America
from 1961 to 1964, when he left to
conduct a successful campaign for a
congressional seat from the 25th Districtof New York.

Peace Corps

and the

Alliance:

a new spirit

of idealism

By
CA~OS

SANZ

DE S~AMARSA

Althou~h 1 am not a“ ex”.,
. ,..t on the
inner wo~kings of the Pe”ace CorDs, I
do have some rather clear irnpress~ons,
gained in my own country and in my
travels in other countries ~of Latin
America, shout the idealism, the enthusiasm and the ingenuity of its Volunteers. And because the aims of the
Peace Corps aie fully in harmony with
those of the Alliance for i Progress,
about which 1 do have some knowledge, 1 am pleased to respond to
the invitation of the editors of THE
VOLUNTEER to offer some, opinions
about the future of both,
1 recall vividly the contrasting waves
of enthusiasm and skepticism that followed President Ke””edy’s proposal
for an Alliance
“a vast, cooperative effort, unparalleled in magnitude
and nobility of purpose, to satisfy the
basic needs of the American people for
homes, work and land, health and
schools.
.“ Both kinds of reactions,
1 understand, greeted his proposal for
the creation of the Peace Corps, 1 consider it significant, therefore, that the
Peace Corps and the Alliance have
both survived long enough to observe
their fifth anniversaries and that both
have emerged from partial evaluations
with basically good marks.
~e
recent report of the Cornell
University scientists on Peace Corps
efforts in community development in
the Peruvian Andes showed, among
other things, that communities with
Volunteers carried out specific kinds of
development
projecb
more rapidly
than communities without Volunteers,
that Volunteers ire more s“ccessf”l
when they work with Iocd institutions
than when they work completely o“
their own, a])d that they often leave
behind them techniques a“d knowledge
of continuing usefulness.
The Cornell study is candid and
constructive in appraising shortcomings. 1 am pleased to learn that the
Peace COVS bas intensified its language training propams as a result of
the findings of the Cornell study, be-
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cause my impression is that, while
most young people can learn the rudiments of another language
quite
rapidly, real communication,
which
is so essential in development, especially when it may require people
to try something they have never tried
before, is much more difficult in
attainment,
On the other hand, there is also the
impact of new experience on the Volunteer, By learning another language,
by coming to know personally the diffi.

‘We are beginning to
Generation
. . .
that has motivated

culties inherent in development in our
time, and the hopes and needs of pee.
ple in their own environment, young
men and women not only gain valuable experience but develop new facets
of personality,
The impact of this experience on the
Volunteer may be difficult to measure
but it must surely contribute—in spite
of the frustrations they suffer-to
the
deepening of understanding and this,
in turn, can stimulate new creativeness
in the work of development, and enrich their capacity to serve their soci.
eties when they return to their homes.
While a searching eval”atio” of the
first five yezs of the Alliance is to be
made by the Inter-American Economic
and Social Council at a meeting in
Buenos Aires this month, the conclusions of tbe Second Special Inter-American Conference at Rio de
Janeiro last November constitute for
this vast entey rise somewhat the same
kind of an evaluation that the Cornell
report constitutes for tbe Peace Corps.

At Rio, the delegations
of our
countries faced frankly the fact that
progress in economic and social development has been spotty and that
tremendous problems remain to be
solved.
But they were encouraged enough
by the achievements so far, and honest
enough to learn from failures, to decide unanimously that the objectives
and philosophy of the Alliance should
continue to serve as tbe foundation of
economic and social development pol-

,reate a Development
narked by the idealism
he Peace
Corps.’

icy in the Inter-American System and
that the Alliance should continue, not
until 1971 as originally contemplated,
but as long as necessary for each of
the participating countries to reach its
objectives,
So one impression I wish to offer
about the future is that there will be a
Peace Corpsmd
an Alliance in 1976.
Even if the achievements of both exceed our fondest desires in coming
years—and 1 hope they d-both
programs will still he needed although
they may take directions quite different
from those of today.
Community development, the Cornell report emphasizes, is still new.
The same is true of development in its
broadest sense. A flood of treatises
has poured forth in recent years but
there is no single formula for success.
In development programs, priorities
have to be periodically reviewed and
readjusted,
Last year, for example,
CIAP (inter-American
Committee on
the Allimce for Progress) was deeply

concerned about the heavy burden of
shoti term, external debt that some
countries faced. That has lightened
somewhat now and so we are working
in every way we can to help Latin
America to increase its exports, because without bigber earnings of foreign exchange the great demands of
development cannot be met.
At the same tin>e, high on the
crowded agenda of CIAP is a topic:
Modernization of Rural Life. It stands
for tbe committee’s efforts to help the
countries intensify progran>s of cOmmunity action. The objective is to
stimulate efforts that make rural life—
and urban life, too, for that matter—
more productive,
more meaningful,
more rewarding, not just nlaterially,
but intellectually and spiritually.
The Peace Corps has taken some
pioneering steps toward this objective
and has inspired some others.
Its example helped El Salvador to
become the first country to fornl its
own Peace Corps. President Belaunde
of Peru launched his program of community development called CooperaPresident Frei of Chile
c;bn Popular.
created another program called Pro,,tocibn Popular, The good example of
U.S. Peace Corps Volunteers working
abroad helped to inspire the creation
of V] STA—Volunteers
in Service to
America—to work against. poverty at
home. All these movements are producing a body of valuable experience
that can help to broaden community
development efforts in this hemisphere
and other pans of the world.
But above all, it seems to me, these
movements have added a new spirit
of idealism, dedication, youthfulness,
and have helped to develop a sort of
inter-connection,
in the broad and
complicated work of promoting human development.
The 196Vs began
as the Decade of Development with
the orientation largely of the economist, the financier, the engineer. Now,
I think, all these community development programs have helped us to see
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more clearly the inter-connection
between investment in physical resources
and human resources, and we are beginning to create a “Developnlent
Generation.”
I have the in]pression that this Development Generation will be n~arked
by the idealism that has n~otivated the
Peace Corps, by a talent for learning
from others as much as we teach to
others, by a willingness to learn from
failures as well as from achievements,
and by new approaches in efforts of
mutual cooperation and assistance between and among countries, and between and among the various social
groups within our countries.
I remember an observation n]ade by
President Alberto Lleras Can>argo of
Colombia not long after the Peace
Corps sent its first contingent to nly
country in September, 1961. He said
the Peace Corps constituted “the finest
way in which the United States could
prove to the humble people of this and
other lands that the prinlary purpose
of its international aid progranl is to
build a better life in all of the free
world,s villages and neighborhoods. ”
With so many villages and neighborhoods still struggling to break the
bonds of hopelessness, sickness, hunger and illiteracy, and the Development Generation still in its infancy,
both the Peace COPS and the Alliance
must keep striving to help our peoples
move ever closer to their objectives.
Corlos Sanz de San:af>70ria i.~a civil
eng;neer and Colot12bian oficial who
wox elecrcd cba;r,]?an of rhe ltzterA ,,,er;can Co)?z!?T;fIee on the A Ilionce
for P,ogress in 1964 by meri,ber n.r;onz of the Orgnt]iz<trio. of At~?erican
oi
SIates.
He ;5 a for!,zer fn.yor
Bogo16, Colo!nbia,
and served
the
Colo,,,bian Governttlen! as Minister of
Na!ionaf Econo,ItY,
M;nisrer of Finance, and Minister
of Foreign Af/oirs,
He tvas also A tnbass.dor
ro
Braz;l and served twice as A tnbossndor
to fhe Unired Sia!ef.

Three things to remember ~
Wii/iam J. Lederer sen, the fo//owj”g ar,ic/e ,0 T~~ v~~”~~~~~
the heading: A hint for {he iurure Peace Corps.”

By WILLIAM

J. LEDERER

~nder
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Several years ago, Eugene Burdick and 1 visited the Peace Corp{ Vol-

unteers throughout the Philippines. We went there as consultants f~ the
Corps,
The event which both of us remembered most enduringly was a Ismall
village near Sa” Bernardino. The four Peace Corps Volunteers s[a~ioned
there had bee” sent as English language teachers, B“t what th~y ac.
tually accomplished, I believe, was far more important.
We l~arned
about it from the Catholic bishop who was visiting to officiate, at a
religions holiday.
Tbe bishop told us that in tbe neigbbori”g valley Were the best ma~ngoeS
in the world, the San Bernardino mango. B“t their staso” lasted, only
about te” days. The trees were productive and tons of the wo”derfu~ fruit
rotted, even though everyone in San Bernardino glutted himself during
those ten days.
One of the Peace Corps girls came from a farm. She sent home for a
small canning outfit, a“d instructed people bow to ca” the mangoes.( The
bishop told us that there now is a comm””i[y ~anni”g center and the San
Bernardino mango is now known as the “American Ma”go.,,
That night the bishop said he wanted to show us something, and be
took us to tbe public square. In the middle of it were about one hu~dred
young Ftlipinos dancing the twist; and the music was being provided—
and very good music it was—by a four-piece combo,
I
The bishop told “s that one of the Peace Corps men bad held a bane.
ing class and the other one. a musician, had held music school. “E{e” i“
this rural community,,, said tbe btshop, ‘<we “OW have four small bands,
thanks to your Peace Corps Volunteers,,,
On Monday, the bisbop said he wanted to show us another thing, if we
promised “ot to disclose to the Peace Corps admi”istralor what we yo”ld
observe. We promised. Wt went into the classroom where the Peace
Corps Volunteer was supposed to be instructing in English, With/n the
room were about 15 adults, Tbe Vol””teer was holding a ‘<Great B~oks”
session. Not all of the adults prest”t knew how to read, so tbe Volunteer
was reading sections of the book aloud.
When we left, the bishop said that bis government had requested the
Peace Corps serve the function of teaching E“glisb, ‘<But,,, he said, ~a”y.
one can do that. We have plenty of Fitipinos who can teach our ch!ldre”
English, But your Peace Corps Volunteers have done three more important things, By instructing uz in canning, we have learned h~w to
improve our economy a“d to get better nourishment, By having i“~tr”ction in American music and American da”ci”g, we have learned h?w to
enjoy life a bit more. And third, by reading the great books the members
of this community are learning how to think,,,
The next morning tbe bisbop left for Manila. We saw him t~ tbe
bus. IUSLbefore he embarked he blessed us, and the” added, “Rem~mber
what I told you yesterday about the three important things which the
Peace Corps is accomplishing here?, Before we could reply, he added,
“If tbe Peace Corps would do those same kind of things, a“d as well, all
over Asia, 1 assure you that there would be no room left for Comm”n~m,,3
I

J, Lederer was co-aulhor, w;fh Eugene Burd;ck, of The iUgly
Anleri can, (/958) and Sarkhan (1959). A,nong h;~ other works ~;s A
Williatn

!

Nation of Sheep (1961).
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‘Why remain
a slave
to an idea?’

By DR. JAMES

H. ROBINSON

9

-........–.

.s .,, –s. . . . . . .-,
reace Lorps nas es[ao,
tsneu [.. rut..
of youth in international service and
cooperation, on a scale heretofore unknown. In addition to performing a
vast amount of service, Peace Corps
has begun a reservoir of personnel
who, as a result of their experience
and their readiness for international
~ervice. will continue to serve the
United States, the United Nations, and
the nations of the world for decades
to conle.
A solid foundation upon which to
build has been laid over the past five
years. It is easy to look back over the
years and catalogue all the mistakes
and failures.
This is necessary in
order to make an honest and accurate
evaluation, which must precede any
changes of strategy and improvements
in program,
It is even easier to take stock of the
contributions
and notable achieve.
ments, and to take great joy and pride
in them. This is necessary for tbe
health and well-being of any orga”iza.
(ion or agency, and certainly most
necessary to maintain the support of
the American people and tbe Congress. But tbe achievements and the
constrtlctive impact have to be balanced against the liabilities and failures, in such a way that searching
criticism. no matter how unpalatable,
is honestly and courageously applied.
Peace Corps, more than any other
agency of the U.S. Government, has
come closer to fulfilling the Biblical
admonition that it is more blessed to
give than to receive. Perhaps the finest
giving, of America as a nation, is tbe
giving of its young people, who move
out unselfishly across tbe world—giving up the best part of their youth,
postponing the completion of their
education, job advancement and often
marriage to serve their fellow man.
Thus, as Longfellow would say, th:y
leave footprints on tbe sands of tin)e,
and in many nations,
In so doing, they have helped Peace
Corps to have a profound effect on the
people in whose midst they live and
serve. Their efforts have become a
catalytic agent for inspiring tbe youth
of tbe underdeveloped
nations of the
world, as well as many of tbe developed nations.
While there were
private organizations in the U.S. a“d
Europe which preceded Peace Corps
on a much smaller state, it can safely
be said that Peace Corps not only has
spread the idea to tbe whole world,
but h:,s done so on a far targer and
more significant scale. Most of tbe
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Peace Corps-type youth organizations
for service which have been established in the last five years were in.
spired by the work of the Peace
Corps. It is a government undertaking
with a supremely moral and spiritual
motivation.
Unlike affluent people of great
means, whose capacity for giving may
exceed their wisdom, so that their fortune: are left to be administered perhaps no more wisely than they themselves would have done; and unlike
wealthy nations with great resources,
which often use foreign aid as a polit.
ical tool with long-range
motives,
Peace Corps young people give in the
prime of their lives. But they give not
only of themselves but also of their
means, because they postpone their
earning power and mortgage their opportunities for advancement, by having to take a lower place in the
seniority scale, when they return to
pick up their life’s work afterward.
Furthermore, tbe experience of giving
themselves now, in the early years of
their lives, will make them better
givers as they grow older, and will
prepare them for world citizenship.
Peace Corps exemplifies the blessedness of giving, because Volunteers join
in the joy of the receiver, as they
identify themselves with their brothers
in distress. Such giving is more blessed
than receiving, because it springs from
higher motives a“d reaches nobler
goals. It does not lay a yoke upon
nor demean the receiver.
But there is another aspect to this
proverb, which Peace Corps has also
demonstrated.
Receiving is not without its blessings also. In fact, if there
is no blessing for the receiver, there
can be no blessing for tbe giver. The
blessing of the giver is realized when
the receiver, as a result of the assistance, is able to become a giver also.
The giver is doubly blessed because he
also becomes a receiver.
Cultires

in Orbit

It was Leib”itz wbo said that no
two personalities could come within
the orbit of each other without having
a POwerful effect upon each other.
Peace Corps, men a“d women, after
making a valuable contribution, return
to this country greatly enriched as a
result of their experience, and that
enrichment is bound to have a tremendous cumulative effect upon the
people of the United States. In this
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way Peace Corps, perhaps more than
any other agency or organization, with
the exception of the more enlightened
and dedicated missionary bodies, has
illustrated the fact that the best relationship between the “haves” and the
“have-nets” is when both are givers
and receivers.
What Volunteers
have lacked in
skills and training, they have more
lban made up in sincerity, dedication
and use of tbe talents which they had
—talents which, though limited, were
exceedingly valuable, especially when
viewed in terms of the standards of
tbe countries where they were at work,
and in light of tbe fact that their
efforts were the difference between
what they had to give and almost
nothing else.
Call for Decisions
The overwhelming majority were involved in education at the primary
and secondary level and in community
development. A fairly significant number applied themselves to a great
variety of other needs in the underdeveloped countries
of the world.
However,
the rapid progress and
change, even in the less developed
countries, create a need for skilled
manpower, such as President Kennedy
promised in his Executive Order of
1961. New decisions, reorganization
and growth are demanded for the
crucial years just ahead.
These five years of Peace Corps
have been but a beginning. The next
ten years demand reorganization a?d
great improvement of the program, to
help meet the needs of underdeveloped
nations in a more exacting way than
has been tbe case heretofore.
However, the first five yearn have laid an
important foundation upon which both
Peace Corps and the other agencies
of government with which it is associated in various countries can build.
Peace Corps’ men and women have
lifted tbe horizons not only of tbe
hundreds
of thollsands
they have
served, but of the people and the governments with which they have been
at work. For the most part, these horizons are beyond what Peace Corps, as
it is presently constituted, can help
them to reach, although for many
years to come there will be a place for
a significant number of idealistic, unskilled Volunteers.
The future will demand (hat Peace
Corps make a much larger effort to
recruit more skilled and seasoned per-

Sonnel 10 sewe Its alm and objectives
and the requests of the nations it
seeks to serve. This will mean that it
must be willing to change some of
its basic policies and strategies. There
is no reason why it should remain a
slave to the original idea, which was
basically the recruiting of unskilled
but highly idealistic and dedicated
young people who, with a minimum of
training, were sent out to shoulder
some of the hardest burdens of the
world. Nor should recruitment
be
limited to those who ca” go solely for
the minimum salary of $75 a month
PI(IS mai”te”ance
and other benefits,
Nor, for that matter, should it be
limited to those who ca” go for two
years.
It is absoltltely necessary to find
suficient funds to attract older and
more skilled craftsmen and professionals, some of whonl may be able to go
for only a year, but whose training
and ab,li ties will be more adequate to
tbe tasks than those of younger per.
sons with less training and experience.
Although two years might be better,
such persons might very well achieve
more in one year, in training carefully
selected persons from tbe particular
country, than several tlntra ined Volunteers might acconlplish in two years.
Mth
thousands
of citizens living
longer and retiring earlier, there is
a constantly increasing resewoir of
craftsmen and professionals who are
available
for both short-term
and
longer-term service, Peace Corps must
be flexible enough to capitalize UPO”
this wealth of potc”tial.
The Rcveme Peace Coqs
However, the selection process—the
ideals a“d dedication
denlanded—
should be no less rigorous. In highly
sensitive areas of tbe world, the best
man wiih the right skill but the wrong
attitude, who is lacking i“ proper
motiv:,tion and basic respect for the
people, may very well do more harm
than good.
The plan to bring persons from underdeveloped areas for a combination
of training, practical experience and
service to the U. S., which Peace Corps
is initiating and will be able to do o“
a significant basis with suficie”t funds,
partly as a result of President Johnson,s recent message to Congress, will
be one of the most profitable aspects
of the Peace Corps in the future.
Great good will come, to us and to
our friends, as a result of such cross.
fertilization of ideas a“d sewice. This

new emphasis upon training more pee.
ple to take the responsibility of leadership in their own country, with practical experience and education here,
should become the main focus of the
Peace Corps program, rather than
service in the field. The most lasting
results will be achieved in underde.
veloped countries
when there are
enough trained and experienced nationals to shoulder the main, responsibilities of leadership.
:
Obviously, where service is! needed,
it should not be abandoned: but in
the long run, there are grea~
divi.
dends to be gained and more to be
accomplished
by training ~erson”el
from the underdeveloped
~nations,
either in their home countries’or here.
However, both elements of the pro.
gram will be needed for some time to
come.
An added bonus of tbe exchange
program will be improvement and i“crease in the language ability of
Americans.
Our nation has always
been handicapped in its role of world
responsibility by the very small num.
ber of Americans who can relate in the
vernacular of the people to whom our
responsibilities
have been extended.
Furthermore,
just as our nation bas
no better ambassadors than obr Peace
Corps Volunteers, in the samei way the
exchange person who works and serves
here while learning new met~ods and
techniques will be among the best ambassadors his nation bas here!
Now that Peace Corps has won the
respect of the nations it has served,
and the begrudging respect of most of
the more secure countries, it needs
and deserves more support and cooperation from America” business, labor,
religious bodies, etc.—which
ought
also to have a greater consultative role
in Peace Corps planning and program.
ming, Peace Corps, relations a“d cooperation with colleges and universities
can serve as a model for the new relations with b“si”css, labor, etc. These
relations must be something much
more clearly defined and more responsible than the Peace Corps Advisory
Council, The next decade will require
changes, reorganization and constant
and rigorous evaluation, which Peace
Corps has atready demonstrated.
Dr. Ja!n<s H. Robinson is a promi.
ncnt New York clergy t~?an and the
director of Operation Crossroads A f.
rica, a wo,k progratn for American
college S:,,dents in Africa,
He is a
me,nber of the Peace Co,ps National
Advisory
Council.
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Do PC”Vjo 4
BY MARTH,
The Peace Corps is the Volunteer,
and to speak of its continued existence
is to discuss the possibility of attract.
ing Volunteers in the future. Obvious.
ly when pay is not an incentive, motivation becomes the major reason for
enlistment. Slick advertising and recruitment will produce new Volltnteers only if they can induce motivation, I doubt that these attempts
would have much effect in the absence
of a social mood for the kind of sewice offered by the Peace Corps.
The Peace Corps can affect this
social attitude in a general way by
returning Volunteers to the United
States who are satisfied with the contribution they have made and who will
have the kind of personal contacts that
will stimulate the idea of service in
others. me question is whether
not in the small area in which t
Peace Corps has control over 9it
destiny it has made milch of an effort.
It is often not recognized by the
Peace Corps that Volunteers, even
though they are Americans endowed
with supernatural abilities, have various needs which must be filled before
they will be effec[ive. They need
security and guidance in a new and
formidable environment that imposes
an unimaginable challenge. Security
to the Volunteer means a sense of h~ving something to offer and a situation
in which to offer it. It involves placing the Volunteer in fields where he
has some skill acquired either before
or during Peace Corps training. The
Volunteer needs this kind of secllrity
before he can acquire the cultural
penpective that is so talked about.
How often does the Volunteer undemtand, as a result of training, that
tbe American way of doing things

Martha E. Welsh (Cambridgl
stan where she taught zoology c
from 1962 IO 1964. She is CL
versity as a research assi
*

His Excellency

Assadollah A/am, former Prime Minister of Iran and
of Pahlavi University at Shiraz, submitted
the following
under the title: “The Peace Corps and a Sacred Mission.”

now Chancellor
article

might be too complex and advanced
for the Peace Corps countries? Are
we filling the jobs that need to be
filled in a way that co””tries want,
or are we filling jobs which we define
and accomplishing what we feel needs
to be accomplished?
Of course, the
major question is whether there are
jobs for the Volunteer and how carefully an attempt is made to match the
skill with the position, Are jobs reputedly needing Volunteers thoroughly checked out? Some groups are so
resistant to tbe foreigner as an innovator that it is a waste of the Volunteer to be assigned.

The problem of poor jobs, insufficiently prepared
Volunteers
a“d
totally new cultural situations leads
need for guidance.
Can well.
ing staffs from successful jobs i“
U. S., but with less training than
P e Volunteer provide the Ieadersbip
needed?
Economic
development
is
hard to understand and even harder
to produce.
And so it is a vicious
circle, for poor guidance means poor
jobs and poor jobs mean a need for
more help and advice,
I suspect many Volunteers have returned to the United States disillusioned by their experience, though I
wonder how many would admit to two
years of quationable
output. They
spent most of their two years engaged
in the promotion of international understanding through smiling i“d dri”king tea. What real contribution did
they make to the tremendous need for
economic development?
If the Peace
Corps is to have a future, it must
squareiy face these problems; if it does
not, there will be a diminishing stream
of Volunteem.

!ss,), wma Voiunteerin
Pakiontier College
in Peshawar
Idy working at Harvard Uni-
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Peace Corps,
in the past and
in the future.

..

By A. ALAM

The first time that I became acquainted with Peace Corps activities
was i“ July, 1962, when Lyndon Joh”son, who was then Vice President of
the United States, visited Iran. I was
the Prime Minister of Iran, a“d Mr.
Johnson discussed with me tbe late
President John F. Ke””edy’s interest
in establishing the Peace Corps in my
country, 1 was very much impressed
by the President’s noble and philanthropic idea and congratulated
the
Vice President on his efforts to start
Peace Corps activities,
Mr. Johnson asked my honest a“d
frank opinion about Peace Corps activities at that time, and in this article
1 will give a brief description of what
I discussed with him.
1 told Mr. lohnso” that [he idea of
creating a Peace Corps is a noble a“d
humanitarian
one, and for this I
offered my sincere appreciation;
but
1 also mentioned to him that maki”~
this idea become a reality would be a
delicate task and would require much
thoughtful consideration,
In tbe first place, the Peace Corps
should act in such a way that its activities would “ot be misinterpreted.
It
should convey its own real meaning
which is that it is a sacred mission for
spreading goodwill, good understanding and philanthropic ideas among the
different cou”trim all over the world,
In addition, it should be free from any
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political connotation.
In the second place, the Peace Corps
should not provide one single type of
personnel for all countries.
Each individual country should be provided
with tbe type, or types, of Volunteers
that it specifically needs and is interested in. It was agreed at the time
that only the undergraduates should be
recruited, 1 suggested that since some
countries were not in need of primary
and low level help, other than under.
graduat= should be considered for assignments abroad. In fact, some countries would need Volunteers of higher
whose
qualifications
quality,
and
would enable them to serve as leaders
and advisors.
In the third place, so far as it is
possible, the Peace Corps Volunteen
should not have all the privileges that
political representatives enjoy (except
in those places where living conditions
make them necessary). This should be
so in order to stimulate tbe Volunteem’
efforts to meet and work with their col.
leagues and encourage the people to
look upon them as representatives with
a bigb and noble mission,
1 felt that Mr. Johnson agreed and
was impressed with what I told him
and paid much attention to” my conversation.
Today I realize that the Peace Corps
activities in Iran are more or less co”.
ducted along tbe same lines a“d pri”ci-

pies which were discussed between us.
Sending highly qualified Volunteers to
Iran has served a very good purpose
for Iranian needs. In the last ten years
under the wise guidance a“d leadership
of His Imperial Majesty the Shahanshah and with His White Revolution.
ary activities a large a“d comprehen.
sive program for training young Iran.
ians inside a“d outside Iran has been
established.
As the result of that
Iranians have already filled the undergraduate vacancies in higher educa.
tion,
As the Chancellor of Pahlavi University, 1 observe Peace Corps activities
at Pablavi University with great admiration and appreciation. The Peace
Corps Volunteers have bee” very ac.
tive in belpi”g us i“ such areas as
English language, economics, sciences,
medicine, and a very promising progran> of national development.
1“
February an additional group of 14
of the sacred army will come to
Pahlavi University to begin their teach.
ing activities, These Volunteers will be
of all ages, from all types of back.
grounds, and with all types of qualifications.
These very respected and
noble colleagues will be helping us in
the areas of biology, physics, history,
zoology, public affairs, English, economics, psychology
and sociology,
medicine a“d agriculture,
1 am very thankful for all that the
Peace Corps Volunteers have done for
Pahlavi University in tbe past, and I
am looking forward to seeing the activities of this energetic and entbusi.
astic group who will be continuing the
sacred mission that has been shouldered by their co”scie”tious predeces.
sors.
1 am fully aware of the amount of
care and attention that the Peace Corps
authorities
have taken in selecting
these Volunteers
and also of the
amount and quality of training they
have given them in order to enable
them to carry out their very important
and holy responsibilities.
1 offer my sincere gratitude to all
who are involved in this wonderful
movement, and 1 wish the new Volun.
teers who will soon be at Pahlavi University the best of success in their
activities.
Assadol[oh A/am wu Prime Minister of Iron from JUIY, 1962, to March,
1964.
He wm for,nerly
Governor.
General of Baluchistan, and a minister
of Interior, Agriculture
a“d Labor in
rhe Iran Government{.

Don ‘t givg
in to th~
spectacular

By S. EDWARD

PEAL
!

The Peace Corps is only &ne manifestation—and
in coldly financial
terms, perhaps the least impressive—
of tbe generous impulse which led the
United States, in tbe wake of the min
of World War 11, to use p~rt of its
immense wealth and superb technological skill in an effort to apply
economic remedies to woild problems which military action! bad left
suspended but unsolved aid which
the clash of ideologies continue to
exacerbate.
The outpourings of Ame$can beneficence which have been @tioned
under
the general designation
of
“foreign aifl add up to; majestic
totals without parallel or precedent in
any international
accounting of this
kind. The expenditure on the Peace
Corps is only a modest footnote to
the monetary side of the st~ry, yet in
a campaign of breathless scope and
magnitude, this skirmish ha? achieved
a tactical triumph out of all proportion to the forces, both human and
material, engaged.
It has ~won the
dual accolade of domestic approval
and foreign acclaim. It has somehow furnished the pattern for one of
those rare transactions
fr{m which
both the giver and the receiv~r emerge
with the glowing consciou~ness, the
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of
having
enduring
satisfaction,
shared in a mutually uplifting experi.
ence.
There is no need to go too busily
in search of the formula for this
notable and largely unexpected success. Its secret lies in its very simplicity.
The Peace Corps, unlike
some enterprises more grandly pub.
Iicized but too quickly forgotten, does
not bring the peoples of different nations together at the lofty pinnacle of
inter - governmental
negotiation,
in
which so few take part and by which
even fewer feel themselves to be
affected. It is rather a co”ti”ui”g
operation in which the main and all.
important contact is between ordinary
individuals immersed i“ the routine
(and therefore vitally urgent) processes of everyday living.
The immense, and starkly simple,
merit of the Corps is that it does in
fact reach the people, Reaching them
is the essential preliminary, without
which its work cannot start. The
flash of genius which endowed it from
birth with a special quality was tbe
insistence that it should he represented overseas, not by a select body
of pro fasional experts (so much, and
so rightly, in demand at other levels
of the aid program) but by a realistic
and revealing sample of American
society in action—a faithful cross.
section of the whole diversified and
teeming citizenry of the United States.
This is a system of recruitment
which. from the verv moment of its
adoption, set in m~tion a two-way
traffic in ideas of the most felicitous
kind. The Volunteers sent abroad
by the Corps we~e thrown immediately into an environment which enabled them to get a newer and fresher
look at the people whose progress it
was their purpose to foster. Conversely, those who welcomed the Vol.
unteers into their midst, not as superiors and not (except at the very
outset) as strangers, could learn for
the first time the truth about that
far-off and often maligned “American
way of life?’ They could learn the
truth through what is, after all, the
sincerest and most convincing form
of propaganda—the
personal conduct
of those through whom it is transmitted,
The struggle to build a better
world—a world from which not only
war but poverty, disease and ignor*
ante will have been exorcised<
annot be won merely by tbe signing of
treaties and the scaling down of armaments. There must also be victories

,
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at the grass roots of human endeavor,
,1 among
those communal
activities
which are the only sustaining basis
of general happiness and well being
These are the victories, limited and
local in their immediate effect, but
decisive in their cumulative impact
on the course of history, which the
Corps seeks to attain. Its task is to
extend and underpin the i“frastr”cture, the foundation, without which
the entire edifice must crumble. It is
not hy accident that so large a pro.
portion of the Corps trainees are pre.
pared for, and assigned to, duties in
the field of education, for education
is one of the surest and most coveted
keys to both spiritual liberty and
material progr=s,
In tbe countries
being served the necessity for ed”ca.
tion cannot be overemphasized.
Now that the Corps is celebrating,
in a mood of well justified exhilaration, the end of five years of strenu.
ous work carried out with earnest
zeal and conspicuous efficiency, it is
natural that the question should be
asked, “Where do we go from here?
It is not for me to presume to chart
a path for tbe future development of
the Corps. All I can say is that m a
Liberian I am grateful for what it
o
has done in the past and pray that the
flow of Volunteers to my Co””try at
any rate will not he checked.
There is one exhortation, however,
which 1 feel impelled to voice. It is
that the Corps should cleave to, and

elaborate, the technique of strengthening existing institutions in the countries where it operata
rather than
give in to some Volunteers who “hunger” for doing something spectacular.
This is an eminently wise and fmitful
approach to the problem of how to
impart, in the shortest possible time,
skills which those acquiring them will
be able to put into practice on their
own,
While the abundant enthusiasm of
its Volunteem will assuredly require,
and find, new and imaginative outlets, it may well be that the most
compelling need for the next five or
ten years will be to expand, not the
range of variety of the physical exertions of the Corps, so much as its
spirit, There are other areas along
the vast frontier of international relations in which that spirit might with
advantage be applied,
Even to sit’
down and start making a list of them
might enlarge one’s faith in the
destiny of mankind,
One other thought comes to my
mind.
Many returning
Volunteers
have been quoted as saying that they
would remember their overseas sew.
ice with the Corps for the rest of
their lives. I cannot help wishing
that some of these memories might
be turned into a lasting bond he.
tween what, for lack of a more
original term I shall call “Corps
alumni.”
Comradeship
which has
been generated and developed in the

One-worldly

The Honorobie S, Edward Peal has
been !he Liberian Ambassador
to Ihe
United Slates for the pat five years.
He was previously
Ambassador
to
Guinea and The HagLie, and has also
,~erved in Hamb~trg,
London
and
Paris.

civil servants

belong in Geneva,
not Washington
By DONALD

field is worth preserving after demobilization,
There are few enterprises so rewarding as those which
keep alive, over the years, ideals
which have been shared and cherished
and whose energy is far from spent.
There are so many worthwhile tasks
to challenge the collective ardor of
these returning
crusadem—the
en.
Iigbtenment of their fellow citizens
who yearn to know what the outside
world is really like, the correction
of false and harmful legends about
the customs and character
of the
peoples of the developing areas, the
stimulation
of recruitment
for the
Corps among the rising generations,
and the maintenance and strengthening of its traditions in a hundred
ways.
1 can even envisage tourist agencies rejoicing in a growing tendency
of veterans of the Corps to hold
“class reunions’, at regular if well
spaced
intervals
in ‘the countries
where they served together.
They
would thus keep green friendships
which, like the exploits that inspired
them, would continue to transcend
the narrow bounds of nationality and
race.

SCHARFE
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There is little constructive to be
said in criticism of the Peace Coros.
As it looks on its past five years th~re
a temptation to pride; as it considers the next ten there is a fear of bore.
dom, the mundane.
Ik returnees have been given perhaps u“d”e r~pect.
One thinks of the
great returnee conference, Few journalists have ignored their potential.
Unorganized s returnees have tried
to stay, there has been increming mention of Geneva ~ their second home.
A prediction is that the Peace Corps

is

will resist in the coming years the
suggestions of a variety of departments
and finally move to Geneva, perhaps
under the United Nations.
The returnee hw to be viewed as a
neutral politically, in many ways S
an immigrant (should a brief training
period for returning Volunteers be held
at Ellis Island, with leave time in New
York, as a re-American-sel f-interestization period?). His loyalties during
his stay abroad shift. He was sent to
identify with another culture—to go
native, in a sense—and the results were
generally deep-seated.
Rather than
converting local friends to more than
a cult of his own pemonality, he finds
himself coming to share their neutralism. He shares their disdain for new
governments that lean exclusively to
East or West instead of to both. Had
Castro been smarter he could have
gotten aid from both sides, etc.
This provoked a thought: If the
Peace Cops is to retain an affiliation
with the government, some sort of
clarification will have to he made. No
country is interested in getting back,
or sending out, what are to become
one-worldly civil servants.
Cold war policy is only a question
of power, and the shrewdness of the
underdeveloped
world will keep “nequal alliances unlikely. Why should
a developing country join tbe United
States when it is possible to play Rome
against Rome?
Cold war competitiveness,
on tbe
other hand, encourages neutral devel.
opment. The Volunteer becomes suspicious of his own country’s foreign
concerns, public and private, spoken
and silent. The Alps of Switzerland
would be an escape from such am.
biguities for a bureaucracy that is not
interested in a U.S. self-interest,
As a Volunteer considers the non.
neutral underdeveloped world, he can
hardly be impressed. Any tendency to
social change is seen by !he great
power ally as a threat to its necessary
phalanx, Internal reform movements
are discouraged, as is any possible
movement to neutrality.
Wondrous is the legalistic mentality
of our Potomac Rome, and creeping
through tbe laws are Volunteers and
the ghost of Cbe Guevara, the former
encouraging reform abroad as fast as
Che encourages revolt. Both have
come to realize that the status quo
leaves something to be desired for the
underdeveloped
world, In its laxity,
its distance from security questions,
the organizational Peace Corps agrees.
The developing nations are like la-

borers trying to organize, to have some
control over the wages they *
for
raw materials. They compete against
each other and the Romes benefit by
the price wars, the non-integrated planning. Twelve steel mills in a desert
inside a 100-mile radius are fine
for a visiting industrialist, +s are the
interest rates. What does the otherworldly Volunteer say? He is suspicious, even of himself as he is labeled.
Geneva would be a relief, The Peace
Corps would be a non-treaty organization.
One doesn’t have to deny,i.the \dealis[ic streak in the United Slates tradition. It is merely thought premature.
The moral Danes, the moral Swedes,
tbe moral Canadians, can be so be.
cause they have little other option. Tbe
Romes have enough strengtti not to be
moral. There is time for humanitarianism later. Woodrow Wilson was early.
So is an American Peace Corps. Why
reform Guatemala? We can put down
as many social revolutions as it attempts. If tbe Peace Corp( is not in

‘The organization
is becoming something
oj a great
children’s crusade.’
Geneva by 1976, it will have changed.
In some ways it alretidy has.
Even the name seems to detract
from its ideal neutrality.
Over the
softly moving devotees of Isweetness
and light are bored and swift and sil-

ver formations.
In case the peace
passes there will be other corps. They
must be there, Give me a ride in your
car, friend, for you and I have a lot
to do out here, and I could have my
own if 1 wanted, though Ym poor now,
and you’ll like me for it.
From Wzhington
the organization
is becoming something of a neat children’s crusade, and the experienced
professionals wbo should have been
there were not getting abroad under its
auspices. Geneva might correct this
image and mature the agency. Now it
is like a junior two years abroad, and
in the new countries, one h= too many
young friends.
A cold war Peace CorpS perhaps
inevitably ventures out like a vmt leviathan, It leaves the anonymity of its
more appropriate role in a mze of
administration.
Great blue vans must
cruise the bush with the leaders. Volunteem must wear police crash helmets on their identical motor 5c00tem.
Anglo-Peace Corps clubs are set up
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by Peace Corps administrator
at the
capitals. Exclusive in-semice training
courses remind Volunteers of their
training-bred affection for one another, 4
and their self-sufficiency. It is possible
to travel entire continents without eating or sleeping with any but pure Volunteers, Organization men march into
the outer world, Jobs are done with
uniform distinction.
Instead of moving among the people as a fish in water, the Peace Corps
moves like a ponderous Trojan horse
of good intent, crushing spontaneity.
When a whistle blows, 500 teachers
will jump to attention. They will let
their leaders know of their movements
at all times. These are employes of the
U.S. Government, not the local government, and Volunteen, not merely
teachers. An employment agency is
not enough. It hm no extended influence. Rome has spoken.
Afterwards, as a returnee, tbe Volunteer is an immigrant who has too
many rela!ives abroad to give full support to the welfare of a merely continental society, no matter how great
The gleaming white parthenons that
are the 10b Corps, Head Start, Upward
Bound, Volunteers in Service to America, Youth Corps and even the Stu~
dents for a Democratic Society are still
bounded, and while no less ~dmirable
therefore, incomplete.
From Geneva, the unbounded Pax
Dominican
could be taken in stride.
hss likely would be the cold war fate
that has met Operation Task, Camelot
and Simp:tico.
Saul Alinsky, tbe Chicago organizer,
described the situation in another context when he said: “It’s like asking an
employer to go ahead and hire a union
organizer.,’ Tbe Peace Corps has been
hired.
Geneva would make a difference.
From Geneva, many things would be
possible, even Alinsky as director.
Geneva is the capita!,, fo; a uniting
,
world~( The U.S. is a bit too various in
its involvements abroad to give a Peace
Corps the pure base it deserves. Whh
luck it will be in Geneva in 1976, and
breathing again. The air is good there,
and the mountains near. Too many
roads lead from Washington.
It remains to be seen what effect the latest
immigrants will have upon them.
Donold Scharfe ;s a nat;ve of Piasburgh, Pa. He is a graduate of Howard
University and served as a Vo/unfeer
teacher at Zar;a Teachers’ College in Q
Northern Nigeria from 1963 IO 1965.
He is now a g,aduate student at Johns
Hopkin? University.
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Helping Americans help themselves
Five Indians who came to the United States [at year m a “Peace COrP1
in Reverse” have pioneered
the Exchange Peace Corp$.
Thei, experiences
are recouj]ted
here.
The Exchange
Peace Corps, proposed
by Pres;de,lt
Lyndon B. Johnson, has on initioi goal of 5,000 ,’Volunteers
10 A ,Tlcrica.,,

Five volunteers from India are the
active forerunners
of the Exchange
Peace Corps,
They are aiding the u.S. war o“
poverty in Cleveland,
Philadelphia,
New York City and New Haven,
Corm. As a pilot project for the Ex.
change Peace Corps, they are helping
Americans help themselves.
The five community
and social
workers were selected by a committee
representing the governments of India
and the United States and they are
spending a year in the U.S. to help in
community action programs.
The groups presence here marks
the beginning of a “two-way traffic of

Volunteers” which the Peace Corps
hopes to begin in other countries
where America” Peace Corps Volunteem are now working. The Indian
volunteers’ stay is coordinated by Alfred Winslow Jones, head of the
Foundation
for Voluntary
Sewice,
who believes that ‘<Americans must not
only dispense aid; we must let others
help US.,3
Tbe five are: Mrs. Satwant B, Singh,
46, a sociologist with India,s Ministry
of Health; Krishnaji R. Patankar, 32,
chief organizer of Urban Community
Development for Bharat Sevak Samaj
in Bombay; Som Dutta Tyagi, 34, set.
tlcment officer in land consolidation in

Uttar Pradesh; Lakshmi Kant Gupta,
34, a former ,settlement officer and
now Under Secretary to the Government of Uttar Pradesh; and Magan
Kumar Pathik, 26, assistant national
secretary of the India Branch of the
International
Voluntary Service Or.
ganization.
They began [heir service in the U.S.
in June, 1965, as instructors at St,
John’s College in Annapolis, Md. for
a group of American Peace Corps
Volunteers going to India. The India” volunteers lived a“d worked with
the Peace Corps trainees, Iaught them
Hindi, and participated i“ seminar dis.
cussions.

Magan Kumar Pathik, who works in Cleveland, says of the future Exchange Peace Corps: ,<The program to invite volunteers
from outside to work with the problems of povetiy must continue with the emphasis placed on inviting experienced people:,
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“We were able to tell them about tie
scribed how beneficial they could be if
social, political, and economic life in tbev would onlv hfriend
those Ims
India, basing it on our own personal
foriunate than ‘themselves,” she explains. “Suddenly those who ~were so
experience, a factor that always Iea&
to better understanding?
says Mrs.
uninterested in the beginning took a
new look,” she adds.
Singh.
Among her varied projects on New
[n September the five Indian vohtnYorYs lower east side, Mrs. Singh
teers became “trainees” themselves,
joining 29 Volunteers in SeNice to conducted a voters’ registration drive.
“We are trying to educate Americam
America (VISTA) in a six-week trainwho have never voted before to realize
ing program at the Columbia Univertheir civic r=ponsibility,”
she says.
sity School of Social Work in New
“We have had good success mainly
York.
because we have designated one person
Ltke other VISTA volunteers, the
on each floor of an apartment building
five Indian volunteers have been work.
to take tbe responsibility of signing
ing with public and private institutions
up the others. Mch takes great pride
to help solve the problems of Amerin doing a good job,” she added.
ica’s poor.
On a door-todoor
campaign in tbe
Through organizations
like ComPuerto Rican section of Philadelphia,
munity Progress Inc. in New Haven,
Gupta and Tyagi talked to 1,000
the Central Outreach branch of the
adul!s, getting many to sign a petition
Greater Cleveland Neighborhood Cenfor a zoning change. Emphasizing to
ters Association, the Opportunities In.
residents that financial relief from the
dustrialization Center in Philadelphia,
government is not enough, the two
and the Henry Street Settlement in
volunteers rold them how the indusNew York Chy, the volunteem have
trialization Center could help improve
done everything from explaining to
their status by developing skitls that
parents the need for children’s vacwould equip them for jobs.
cinations to assisting aged widows get
And in New Haven, Patankar cOmtheir Social Security payments on time.
p!eted a detailed report on about 600
The Indians had to do a lot of doorfamilies in a housing project. “with
bell-ringing to gain the confidence of
this report: he explains, “1 can now
the residents in the neighborhoods
where they work.
go out to these pe6ple and aid them
better in solving their family prob
‘.Many of these senior citizens
Iems.”
would almost slam the door in my face
at first,” recalls Mrs. Singh. ‘<But 1
One aspect of his work [hat particularly appeals to Patankar is tbe relaappealed to their sympathies.
1 de.

In Philadelphia,

tionship among tbe staff here. An
“assistant assistant resistant,” for instance, can go right to the director
with an idea, “The other day,” he
says, “we were forming a new program
for some 20 youths and the director, a
couple of supemisors and several volunteers all played important rol= in
the discussion. ”
The Indian volunteers have been
successful in social work in the U.S.
both because of their nationality and
in spite of it.
The fact that they are from another
country, and one with social problems
of its own, bas given them a unique
perception of the problems wbicb exist
in the poor communities of the United
States. And the fact that self-help bas
been accepted as the underlying principle of community action programs
everywhere tends to erase differences
in nationality among those who betieve in, and employ this technique.
The social worker can offer pidance and advice, says Mrs. Singb, but
for a project to succeed, “self-help is
essent ial.”
Pathik sees the similarity between
social work in the U.S. and in India.
“1 want to contribute somethng like
your Peace Corps does:’ be says.
‘We are not eoin~ to solve all the
problems of o~r r~spective countries.
But in this work each country is help
ing the other. I hope to bring back
new methods to aid in fighting the
social problems in my country. 1 feel

~

Pa,: Tyagi and Gupta on a door. to.door campaign to change city zoning regulations.

Mrs. Satwant B. Singh tutors a child
at the Henw Street Settlement House
in New York tity. Df her work as a
‘aVolunteer to America,” Mrs. Singh
says: “The social worker can offer
guidance and advice but for projects
to succeed, self-help is essential?

Krishnaji R. Patankar talks to
residents of Elm Haven, Corm.,
so he can “aid them better in
solving their family problems:’

E

that my work over here also helps me
to understand my count~ more; he
continued.
Agencies directly touched by the
reveme volunteers are also enthusiastic,
For example, to Ralph Tefferteller, U.
sociate director of the Henry Street
Settlement, Mrs. Singh acts as a “new,
unique listening post who can move
quietly around our community doing
good wberevcr she goes and, at the
same time, detecting new problems
for us to handle:
Says Mrs. Singh: “~ey are trying
to get the most out of me just as I am
trying to get tbe most out of them.
~ey are offering me every opportunity
to put my experience to work. It is
Up to me to exploit it to the extent of
my capacity.”
Former Director Sargent Sbriver
said recently. “This idea of an Ex.
change Pea~e Corps to America is in
the air now the way the Peace Corps
was in 1960. It is a natural application, in reverse, of everything we have
learned in the Peace Corps.”
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a spare tire and a song

Pickets and plaudits: Jack Vaughn returned to his alma mater, the
University of Michigan, for his first major addreas as &rector: of the
Peace Corps, The returned Volunteer colony on campus had a tixed
surprise for him.
Two former Volunteers sat in the front row holding placards reading:
“Down with Vaughn.” Midway through his speech, one of them yelled,
“What about the Dominican RepublicT
HIS companion nudged tim
and said, “Shut Up!” Soon the first one burst out again, ‘rWhat about
Santo Domingo?’ And, again, the companion uttered a te~e, “’Shut Up!”
Incensed by this display, another returned Volunteer, seated farther
back, opened his notebook and scrawled h;s message, which he displayed
above his bead. “~m an ex-PCV,” he wrote. “1 think Vaughn is O.K.
We should give him a chance.,’

❑

00

Do you have a spae tire or a downy complexion? Somewhere there’s
a voluntary place for you in the new crop of Peace Corps.
The punchy named newcomers to tbe fold are the “Paunch Corps”
and the “Peach Corps. ”
The International Executive Service Corps, a private, nonprofi~ group
of retired executives who travel abroad advising foreign businesses, has
been dubbed “The Paunch Corps:
For tbe downy-faced, a misnomer group has come to the fore. It w=
named by an unknowing correspondent wbo addressed a letter (it came
to us) to the “U.S. Peach Corps. ”

❑
The National Advkoq
They sang it:

00

Council didn’t say good-bye to Sargent Shriver.
THE RSS
@une

MELODY

Galway Bay)

Now Eisenhotver said the thing wm silly
And N;xotI saw a Communistic
plot
And even in the Democratic Party
Came anxious cries of ‘what bath Shriver wrolight?
We all recall ,vhen Mary sent her postcard
We all ,ecall when P.ssman goz upset
We all recall that Sargent Shriver answered:
,JUSIgive us titne, you ain’r seen nothing yet.’
Congress is aghast at Shriver budgets
Our fical operations make laws slack
In summer Congress gives us 90 million
In spring we give them 20 million back.
In, up and our, Sarge seems to go ever upward
We watch in fascination from below
But there’s sadness all through the Peace Corps building
Our boss hw left for good to OEO.
V.ne

Pwr

Jud)

Pore Sarge is gone, today wm his lmt day
We’ll gather round this microphone and cry
For the Peace Corp$ five years old
And the concept is well sold
Now Lyndon’s poor corps hm a full-rime guy.

There are now 317 former Volunteers on the Peace Corps staff, and
many more Volunteers are looking
ahead to post-sewice jobs with the
agency. To expedite applications, Tal.
ent Search has drawn up procedures
to follow.
“As more and more Volunteers return from overseas, the need to assure
fair and rapid consideration of everyone interested becomes more acute,’,
says Margaret Beshore, Talent Search
director.
“Adherence to the procedures will help make tbe process easier
in the long run.”
Terminating Volunteers may apply
for four types of jobs: overseas staff,
Washington staff, recruiting, and training program assistants.
Applications should be made by
using Standard Form 57, available at
the Peace Corps office or the U.S. Embassy. They should be completed at
least three months before end of
service.
All applications should be submitted
to the Associate Director, who attaches his recommendation
and forwards it to tbe Dtrector, who in turn
attaches a recommendation
and forwards tbe package to ~ss Beshore.
Applicants are advised to ignore
tbe Form 57 provision restricting references who best know of their work
overseas.
Applicants should indicate the kind
of job preferred, availability dates,
travel plans and permanent address.

~

USIA Jobs Open
Leonard Marks, Director of the
U.S. Information Agency, has sent a
letter to overseas Volunteers asking
them to consider USIA N a possible
career. Marks invites Volunteers to
write him if they’d like more information about available openings.
His
address: Leonard H. Marks, Dtrector,
United Statea Information
Agency,
Washington, D.C. 20547.
Book

Fund

The Judith A. Corley Africana Book
Fund has been established at St. Louis
University in honor of a Peace Corps
Volunteer who drowned. Miss Corley 9
W* a graduate of tbe university. Sbe
was a Volunteer in Cameroon when
she died last December.

t
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Activists

form

core

To THE VOLUNTEER:
The attractiveness
of the Peace
Corps to student activists should be
the heart, but not the body, of recruiting. It is the activist Volunteer who is
motivated to do something more than
sit in bus all day making friends (although that surely is part of the process when needed) instead of turning
those friendships
into constructive
work within the community,
It is the American student activist
who has had more of a feeling for and
wider scope of activities i“ the art of
politics and diplomacy that is so often
necessary to accomplish many Peace
Corps goals. The activist, used to
contending with problems and strong
advemaries, is in many ways more prepared, before and after Peace COTS
training, to contend with the same
problems in overcoming inertia in a
community development project and
the same type of adversaries one may
meet during Peace Corps service.
The activist who has protested,
marched, demonstrated and seen the
insides of jail cells for no greater end
than protest for its own sake may find
himself completely stymied in a Peace
Corps situation. But the activist who
has directed his efforts toward solid
accomplishments
will make the best
Volunteer.
Peace Corps training cannot provide
a substitute for the experience and
motivation needed to overcome decades and centuries of apathy and nonparticipation found in many countiies
of the world. What better preparation
is there for the Peace Corps than having had to motivate Negroes in the
South to leave behind centuries of
alienation and nonpatiicipation
in the
political, social and economic lives of
their count~?
At the same time there is another
pmt to tbe argument. As Tom DeVries said about the centrists (THE
VOLUNTEER, December, 1965) “they
come out something else. ” It must
not be forgotten that the Peace COTS
changes people, a very valid function
in this always changing world. The
centrist emerges with his scope of interest and concern widened and returns home with experiences that make
him a better American citizen.

If the Peace COTS is bmicdly community development, and if community development denotes the idea of
mmtium
participation of the people
in the decision-m&ing
process of a
community, then Peace Corps Volunteers must either be activists on entering the Peace Corps, or must become
activists if they ever hope to accomplish anything in two years, of semice.
DBAN M. GOTTEHRER
Rionegro, Colombia

Money

is a factor

To THE VOLUNTEER:
1 have only three moriths left to
complete my work for the Chilean
Ministry of Education and I have bee”
seriously considering extending,
There is a very large group of
Volunteers who will be terminating
throughout
tbe coming
summer
months, and I think it would be to the
advantage of the Peace Corps to decide on a beneficial policy for extending Volunteers immediately so that
more of these terminating Volunteers
would be encouraged to stay.
Every Volunteer has made a financial sacrifice to give two years of sewice to the Peace Corps not only i“ lost
wages but also in setting back his
career. A boost in the readjustment
allowance would be small enough redress for justification of six months
or a year more.
Tbe living allowance should depend
on the situition but tbe vacation allowance should be adjusted, I do not
believe that the Volunteers would consider these as ‘<pseudo-incentives” or
bribes but rather as a larger compensation for more valuable services.
JOHN ZILISCH
Santiago, Chile

Pay may be too high
To THE VOLUNTEER:
It may well be that an extending
Volunteer is worth more than an inexperienced one, but that has “otbing
to do with it. Are we Volunteers or
are we government employ es? If the
Peace Corps is paying me what ~rn
worth, then ~ve been quite disillusioned. I thought I was worth more
than that. At least it wouldn,t be hard
to find a job where I could ear” more.
~rn not complaining. I feel deeply
indebted to the Peace Corps for this
wonderful opportunity to serve and at
the same time learn to undentand the
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people of a culture different from my
own, and ~m proud to be a Volunteer.
I am at times, though, ashamed that
my living allowance is so bigb in a
country where the cost of living is so
low. Many of us find it easy to spend
70 cents to a dollar for a good meal,
while most unskilled and semi-skilled
workers here earn less than 50 cents
a day,
Though 1 realize I’ll be very unpopular for this suggestion, I strongly
recommend lowering the living allowance considerably in most countries.
Certain tourist restaurants should be
off-limits to Volunteers, except maybe
as a special treat once a week. Compared to the average national, we are
living in luxury. This separates us
from the very people that we’re trying
to help. The Cornell Peru Report leads
us to believe that this was one of the
reasons for the Peace Corps being expelled from VICOS; tbe people “felt
that the Volunteers were showing off
their superiority and wealth.”
It’s not only the way tbe people look
on our relative wealth that hurts. It’s

The discussion over tbe “Senproposal
in.
ior Vol”nteers~3
spired this brief but fotihtigbt
letter from a mamied couple
sewing abroad: “We’re not reenlisting because we want to go
home and have a baby:>

also damaging to ourselves in that it
teaches us that ye are better than the
average person. If we have any sense
of concern for the welfare of these
poor people, it should hurt our con.
science to live in a fancy house or eal
in a fancy restaurant.
Tbougb many Volunteers complain
about always being short on money,
most of us could live quite well on
half of our present living allowance.
We just wouldn’t go to quite as many
movies, and we wouldn’t spend a dime
for a CUQ of coffee in an expensive
restaurant when one can make a cup
of coffee for a penny or two.
DEAN JUNOMAN
Patate, Tungurahua
Ecuador

Re-enlistment—why?
To THE VOLUNTEER:
William Brenneman and Maureen
Carroll (THE VOLUNTEER, Novem-

,,

.-

ment contract, I would be paid more
The. Peru Report
her, 1965 ) discussed several ideas in
than the Peace Corps is paying me
their articles With which I disagree,
To THE VOLUNTEER:
now.
Tbe:first is the mud hut philosophy
Having discussed the Cornell Peru
The Peace Corps has not yet proven
which seems io be very popular in the
Report with other returned Peru 111
its
success
or
failure
simply
because
Peace Corps. This sacrifice attitude
Volunteers, 1 wish to express some of a
it is still young. The question of its
in its extremes is probably applicable
success will be answered when it our feelings.
in only a few circumstances.
In the
Granted, the report was from many
“phases out<’ of some of these coun.
situation of my wife and I, we are
standpoints
well done. However, it
tries. The fact that a teacher or a
paid enough money to live very comwas a shame thar the three professors
community
development
worker
can’t
fortably, and our standard of living is
responsible for it were not as scrupuleave his job in good hands in his two
in keeping with what most nationals
lously concerned with their treatment
years
is
an
indication
of
the
problems
would expect of us. If we lied about
of the individual Volunteers as they
tbe Volunteers are facing.1 Re-enlistour allowance and suffered a little we
were
with their scale and criteria for
ment will only make it more difficult
would certainly hive boosted our egos,
community development.
for
the
Peace
Corps
to
leave
these
b,tt this is irrelevant to our jobs.
My fellow Volunteers and I are of
countries.
Volunteers should live as comfort.
DAVIDARNOLD the opinion that several of the jud~
ably within their allowance w possiAsbe Teferi, Ethiopia
ments passed on tbe Volunteers were
ble. If the allowance is too much,
blatant distortions of the truth. Withthen the Peace Corps should decrease
A baker’s ti~
out sufficient personal knowledge of
it. Something far more important
To THE VOLUNTEER:
the Volunteers concerned, psychologithan the total affectation of other
We are becoming too concerned
cal diagnoses were assumed and the
standards is a tolerance, understandwith our image. Tbe time has come
Volunteers categorized accordingly. If
ing and appreciation of the standards
to change to other subjects, for exthe doctors knew these Volunteers so
and values OF the nationals.
What
ample our stomachs. Lean and hunwell, they sho~dd have been aware of
Volunteers think and how their attigry looks are well suited to revolution.
the many positive contributions these
tudes are held by the nationals is a
but less so to evolution. Therefore 1 Volunteers made. Perhaps their constronger basis for understanding.
wish to make known a discovery which
tributions could not find a niche within
The most important point is: why
has little bearing on the more burning
[heir well-cons[rllcted scale, as no item
is the Peace Corps concerned wi[h re.
issues of the day, except ~erhaps our
was mentioned which involved conenlistment? Both wrilers have necesingenuity, yet may have great effects
tribtttions made which necessitated
sarily assumed that there is a real
on the lives of future, and current.
great
compassion, understanding and
value in re-enl isted Volunteers for the
members of our esteemed organization.
plain hard work on a more individual
host countries and !he Peace Corps. 1
To wit: Any training program of
basis.
9
don’t think that re-enlistment is good.
note is sure to include a highly l!nIn addition, little mention was given
If a Volunteer wants to stay in the
necessary, yet nevertheless interesting.
to unfortunate administrative difficuPeace Corps, he should try to work in
course in cooking. If our willing sublties which might have influenced (he
Washington, in training or on the staff,
ject has in fact heeded the ~instructor’s
behavior of some of the Volllntccrs.
preferably, of the country where he
advice and has indeed brought with
PATRICIAA. SILKE
worked. Former Volunteers seem to
him a fry pan, OFthe heavy sort (GrisReturned
Volunteer
be very successful as staff members
wold, Tufram), and an accompanying
Milwaukee
for obvious reasons.
lid, he will find to his ensuing delight
If, ho,we~fer, a Volunteer wants to
He likes us
that the modest amount of baking neccontinue his work, I think that he
essary to salisfy an immodest taste for
To THE VOI.UNTEER:
should go to the government of the
sweets is readily available ~thout the
If Peace Corps would stop telling
host country gnd try to get the job o“
digging of holes in the grou~d or other
its now and future Volunteers that
his own,
extravagant measures.
they are such tremendous heroes, 1
I believe that Brenneman,s fear of
[t is necessary only to remove three
suggest that there would be no “rcthe stigma placed on Peace Corps vol.
small pebbles from the earth, place
e“try crisis.” We ~e not heroes we
untarism by employers would not
cbem in tbe fry pan in such a manner
only expect to be welcomed home as
apply to a Volunteer who stayed on
that the pie tin containing the item
such. When we are not, We crY
no[ as a Peace Corps Volunteer but
intended for baking does: not touch
“crisis.”
as an American under individual conany metal, seal the pan by its top, and
To this end I suggest the immediate
tract to a Foreign government, As to
allow to bake.
termination of the self-glorifying jourthe financial rewards of the work o“
The results will, I believe, be gratinal, THE VOLUNTEER.
a contract basis, [n my own situation
fying to all.
ROBERT L. RETKA
JOSEPHC. WILLTAMS
in Ethiopia, if 1 could get the job I’m
Kamphaengphet,
Thailand
Ayacucho, Peru
doing now on an Ethiopian govern.
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